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Abstract 
This thes1s cons1sts of two parts In the first part an elllpt1c generalisatiOn of 
the Bernoulli polynomials IS introduced and investigated. We first consider the 
Faulhaber polynomials wh1ch are simply related to the even Bernoulh polynomials 
and generalise them m relatwn w1th the classical Lame equatwn usmg the mtegrals of 
the Korteweg-de-Vnes equation An elliptic version of the odd Bernoulli polynomials 
IS defined m relatwn to the quantum Euler top These polynomials are applied to 
compute the Lame spectral polynomials and the dens1t1es of states of the Lame 
operators 
In the second part we consider a spec1al class of penod1c continued fractions that 
we call a-fractwns 
where a = ( a 1, .. , CiN) 1s a g1ven sequence This type of contmued fractwns appears 
in the theory of the dressmg cham. We mvestlgate when an algebraic functwn of 
-B(.>.)+VRW the form</>(>.)= A(~' where R(x) 1s a polynomial of odd degree N = 2g+ 1 
w1th coefficients m IC, can be wntten as a periodic a-fractiOn We show that th1s 
problem has a natural answer g1ven by the class1cal theory of hyperellipt1c curves 
and the1r Jacob1 varieties 
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IV 
Introduction 
Johann Faulhaber, "Rechenme1ster der Stadt Ulm", m h1s book [20] published 
in 1631 announced a remarkable fact that the sum of the odd powers of the first 
n natural numbers can be expressed as a polynomial of the1r sum Namely, 1f we 
denote>.= 1 + 2 +. + n = (n2 + n)/2 then the sum 
s2m_1 = 12m-1 + 22m-1 + ... + n2m-! 
IS a polynomial m>. denoted Fm(>.). These polynomials Fm are called the Faulhaber 
polynomwls. The first Faulhaber polynormals are 
F1(>.) = >., F2(>.) = >.2, F3(>.) = ~>.2 (4>. -1), F4(>.) = ~>.2 (6>.2 - 4>. + 1), 
F5(>.) = ~>.2 (16>.3 - 20>.2 + 12>.- 3), F6 (.A) = ~>.2 (16>.4 - 32>.2 + 34>.2 - 20>. + 5). 
Faulhaber published the sums up to S17 and stated that similar polynomials m >., 
with alternatmg s1gns and a leading coefficient of the form 2m-l j m, would ex1st for 
all m. 
In full generality, this cla1m was first proved by Jacob1 m 1834 [35] For a mce 
discussiOn of th1s story and the effective ways to compute the Faulhaber polynomials 
we refer to a very interestmg paper [40] by Donald Knuth. 
For the general k, the sums of powers Sk_1(n) = 1k-l + 2k-l + .. + nk-l can be 
expressed through the classical Bemoullz polynomzals named after Jacob Bernoulli 
where Bk = Bk(O) are the Bernoullz numbers All odd Bernoulli numbers except 
B 1 = -! are known to be zero, so the odd Bernoulli polynomials (up to multipli-
cation by k) can be thought of as an "analytic contmuatwn" of the sums of powers 
from the natural argument n to the real (or complex) x. 
Bernoulh polynomials can be defined through the generatmg function 
zezx = ~ Bk(x) zk 
ez-1 ~ k! 
k=O 
1 
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Bo(x) = 1, 
(see e g. [2, 16]) and have the symmetry property Bk(1- x) = ( -1)k Bk(x) Faul-
haber's claim Is a simple corollary of this symmetry. In fact, the Faulhaber polyno-
mials are related to the even Bernoulh polynomials m a simple way: 
Faulhaber did not discover the Bernoulh numbers but h1s work was known to Jacob 
Bernoulh and cited m h1s famous treatise m Ars ConJectandt m 1713 
In the first part of the thesis we introduce a generalisatiOn of the Bernoulh poly-
nomials m relation to the classiCal Lame equatiOn. We define two new classes of 
polynomials the elltpttc Faulhaber polynomwls and the elltpttc Bemoulh polynomi-
als, which are generalisatiOns of the (slightly modified) even Bernoulh polynomials 
and the odd Bernoulh polynomials respectively 
The Lame equatwn has the form [16], [68] 
d2y 
- dzZ + n(n + 1)tJ(z)y = Ey, 
where tJ( z) = t>( zlw, w') IS the We1erstrass elliptic functiOn with fundamental penods 
2w and 2w' This function satisfies the differential equation 
where g2, g3 are the correspondmg elliptic mvanants 
The Lame equation was first obtained by Gabnel Lame by applymg the method 
of separatiOn of variables to Lap lace's equatiOn /:;.c/J = 0 m an elhpsmdal coordmate 
system. It was later extensively studied by Herm1te, Bnoschi, Halphen, StieltJeS 
and others 
Smce the Lame equatiOn has doubly-penodic coefficients, a natural question to ask 
IS when 1ts solutwn is also doubly-penodiC. The main result, gomg back to Herm1te 
and Halphen, is that for such a solution to exist, n must be an mteger or a half-
mteger. We will restrict ourselves to the special case when n is an integer wh1ch we 
assume non-negat1ve since replacmg n by -n-1 does not change the correspondmg 
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equatiOn The e1genvalue E must then belong to a set of 2n + 1 charactenstJc values 
EJ:', m= 0, 1, . , 2n We call the polynomials Rzn+J(E) = TI~:0(E-E:;') the Lame 
spectral polynomwls 
In the case when the penod 2w is real and the period 2w' is purely 1magmary, one 
can consider a real smooth periodic verswn of the Lame operator 
d2 
Ln =- dx2 + n(n + 1)p(x + w'), 
on the reallme shifted by the Imaginary half-penod It turns out (Ince [34]) that th1s 
operator has a remarkable spectral property 1ts spectrum has exactly n gaps The 
ends of the gaps Em = Em ( n) are precisely the 2n + 1 charactenstic values E:;' of the 
Lame equatwn, winch are real and chstinct m this case. We would like to mentwn 
that all fimte-gap potent1als are described by the finite-gap theory developed m the 
1970s in the work of Novikov and Dubrovin, Its and Matveev, McKean and van 
Moerbeke, et a! [14, 15, 46, 53, 54]. The Lame operator is a very specJal case of the 
finite-gap operators since 1t admits some Important multi-dJmenswnal and matnx 
generalisations known as Calogero-Moser systems (see [9, 10, 24]). 
In chapter 2 we define the elliptic Faulhaber polynomials Our motJvatwn comes 
from the recent discovery by D Fa1rlie and A P. Veselov [19] of an interestmg relatiOn 
between the Faulhaber polynomials and the soliton theory of the Korteweg-de Vnes 
(KdV) equatwn 
Ut - 6uux + Uxxx = 0 
It 1s known smce 1967 due to Gardner, Kruskal, Mmra and Zabusky [48, 49], that 
this equation has infinitely many conservatiOn laws of the form 
Im[u] = J Tm(u, Ux, Uxx. ., Um-2)dx, 
where Tm are some polynomials of the functiOn u and of 1ts x-derivat1ves up to order 
m-2: 
T T - 2 I= U, 2- U, 
They are umquely defined by some homogeneity property up to an additiOn of a 
total derivative or a multJplicatwn by a constant Th1s constant can be fixed by 
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demandmg that Tm(u, Ux, Uxx> .. , Um-2) - u;;._2 plus a function of denvatJves of 
order less than m - 2 
The KdV equation has famous solutwns known as sohtons, the s1mplest of wh1ch 
1s a one-soliton solutiOn 
u = -2sech2(x- 4t), 
correspondmg to the imtlal profile u(x, 0) = -2sech2x. The mam result of [19] 1s 
the followmg formula, relatmg the Faulhaber polynom~als Fm w1th the mtegrals of 
the KdV equation 
The elhpt1c Faulhaber polynomials are related to the periodic travelmg waves 
(known also as cnmdal waves) of the KdV equation 
u(x, t) = 2p.(x- et), 
where p. ( x) sat1sfies the differential equatwn 
w1th g1 = -c. The function p.(x) d1ffers from the class1cal Weierstrass elliptic p-
functwn by addmg a constant. 
The elhpt!C Faulhaber polynomials are defined as 
where the mtegral1s taken over a cycle 1 on the correspondmg elhpt1c curve r g1ven 
by the equation Y2 = 4X3 - g 1X 2 - g2X- g3 w1th X= p.(z), Y = g:;:(z) Note that 
smce the mtegrand has all the residues zero, one can consider 1 here as an element 
of the first homology group H1(r, Z) and the mtegral as a hnear functwn on 1t. 
Eqmvalently, one can say that the mtegrand is a d1fferent1al of the second kmd and 
thus, by de Rham's theorem, determines a special element of the first cohomology 
group H 1(r, C), polynomially dependent on the parameter.\ 
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Let 1i 1iXdX ~ = -- p.(z)dz = -- --
2 "' 2 "' y 
be the correspondmg penods of the bas1c second-kind differentials on th1s curve 
The variables 91>92 ,93,w,~ can be considered as the coordmates on the space U = 
{(r, 1)}, so :Fm = :Fm(A, 91> 92, 93, w, ~).Define the wezghtofthe variables A, 91, 92, 93, w, ~ 
as 0, 2, 4, 6, -1, +1 respectively 
Theorem 1 (Chapter 2, Th. 2 4). The ellzptzc Faulhaber polynomzal :Fm zs poly-
nomzal m all varzables >-., 91> 92, g3, w, ~ wzth ratzonal coefficzents, homogeneous wzth 
wezght 2m- 1, and lznear wzth respect tow and~ When 92 = g3 = 0 zt reduces (up 
to a factor) to the classzcal Faulhaber polynomzal 
:Fm(A,9I,O,O,w,~) = 2m4_ 1 9r'-1~Fm(>-.) 
If we consider the Weierstrass reductiOn g1 = 0 we come to the reduced versiOn 
of these polynomials :F! (>-.; g2, 93, w, 7J) = :Fm(A, 0, 92, 93, w, 7J), where P• = p, ~ 
reduces to 7J = -~ f p(z)dz = ((w, 92, 93), p and ( are the standard We1erstrass 
elliptic functiOns [68] The explicit form of the first 8 of them can be found m 
appendiX A 
These reduced elliptic Faulhaber polynomials have a double zero at zero (for 
m > 1) with the second denvative at zero proportiOnal to 
1 j dm-1 2 
B2m .= 2 1'-r (dzm-1 p(z)) dz, 
wh1ch we call ellzptzc Bemoullz numbers. They are descnbed m sectiOn 2.4 These 
numbers B2m = B2m(92,93 ,w,7J) depend on the elliptic mvanants 92,93 and also on 
wand 7J 
On the discnminant (when two of the roots of the equatiOn 4X3 - 92X- 93 = 0 
collide) they reduce to the usual Bernoulli numbers B2m up to a simple factor More 
precisely, for m > 1 we have 
( 1 2 1 3 1 ) m B2m 12h , 216 h , w, ~ + 12 hw = -B2m h ~. 
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In chapter 3 we mtroduce and mvest1gate the elhpt1c Bernoulh polynomials They 
are related to the quantum top and to the Lame spectral polynomials 
The following remarkable relatwn between the Lame equation and the quantum 
Euler top, gomg back to Kramers and Ittmann [41], IS crucial for us. Consider the 
quantum mechamcal Ham1ltoman of the Euler top (see e.g. [43]) 
where the components MJ of the angular momentum operator satisfy the standard 
commutatiOn relatwns [M1, M2] = tM3, [M2, M3] = tM1, [M3, M1] = tM2 
The operator if naturally acts m any representatiOn of the L1e algebra so(3). In 
particular, 1t acts in the representatiOn space w1th spm s = n of dJmensJon 2n+ 1 as 
a fimte-dimenswnal operator fin. The claJm IS that 1f the parameters a, = e, are the 
roots e1, e2, e3 of the equatwn 4z3 - g2z- 93 = 0, then the charactenst1c polynomml 
of the operator fin comcides w1th the Lame spectral polynomml 
(1) 
The We1erstrass cond1t10n e1 + e2 + e3 = 0 IS unnatural from tlus pomt of v1ew 
(and moreover contradicts the "physiCal" cond1t10n of positJvJty of a,), so we con-
sider the case when the parameters a, are arb1trary and define the elltpttc Bernoullt 
polynomwls B2k+l as the coefficients in the expanswn of the trace of the resolvent 
of fin at infimty: 
t (>.I_ fl )_1 = ~ B2k+l(n) 
r n L.J )..k+l (2) 
k=O 
or, eqmvalently by the relat1on 
They depend also on the parameters ab a2, a3 or more preCisely on the1r symmetnc 
functwns of 91> 92, 93 defined by the relatwn 
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Thus, strictly speaking, we should write B2k+I(n;g1,g2,g3) rather than B2k+1(n) 
We Will use both notatwns depending on the context. 
Theorem 2 (Chapter 3, Th. 3 2). The troce of the k-th power of the quantum 
Euler top Hamzltoman m the representatwn wzth spm s = n zs a polynomzal m n 
of degree 2k + 1, antz-symmetnc wzth respect to n = -!, and whose coefficzents 
are polynomzals m 91> g2, g3 wzth rotwnal coefficzents When 92 = 93 = 0 these 
polynomzals reduce to the classzcal odd Bemoull! polynomzals up to a constant factor 
(3) 
When g1 = 0 we have the reduced ellzptzc Bemoull! polynomzals denoted as 
B~+l(n,g2,g3 ) (W 1s for We1erstrass) BfV = 2n + 1, Bf = 0, 
1 
B'{ = 
60
g2n(n + 1)(2n- 1)(2n + 1)(2n + 3), 
1 
Bf = 
280
g3n(n + 1)(2n- 3)(2n- 1)(2n + 1)(2n + 3)(2n + 5), 
1 B'[;' = 1680g~n(n + 1)(2n -1)(2n + 1)(2n + 3)(4n4 + 8n3 -lln2 -15n + 21). 
The coefficients of B~+l are homogeneous polynomials in g2 , 93 of we1ght 2k If 
we assume as usual that the weights of g2 and g3 are 4 and 6 respectively (m other 
words, they are modular forms of we1ght 2k, see e g [44]). 
In sectwn 3 3 we d1scuss some effect1ve ways to compute the elliptic Bernoulh 
polynomials, mvestJgate the1r properties, and then apply them to the calculatiOn of 
the coefficients of the Lame spectral polynomials. Indeed they enable us to express 
the coefficients bk of the Lame spectral polynomials R 2n+l (E) = E 2n+i + b1 E 2n + 
b2E 2n-l + · · · + b2n as functwns ofn (and thus for all values of parameter n) 
Theorem 3 (Chapter 3, Th. 3 6). The coefficzent bk = bk(n) of the Lame spectrol 
polynomzalR2n+l(E) = IT~=0(E-Em(n)) = E 2n+i+b1E2n+b2E2n-i+ .+b2n+l zs a 
polynomzal m n, g2, g3 wzth rotwnal coefficzents. It can be computed usmg the reduced 
ell!ptzc Bemoullz polynomzals and the followmg recurrence relatwn wzth b0 = 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The first coeffiCients are b1 = 0, b2 = -f1on(n + 1)(2n -1)(2n + 1)(2n + 3), 
b3 =-:;
0
n(n + 1)(2n- 3)(2n- 1)(2n + 1)(2n + 3)(2n + 5), 
8 
2 
b4 = 20i~00n(n-1)(n+ 1)(2n-1)(2n+1)(2n+3)(56n4 +76n3 -94n2 +201n+630) 
In chapter 4 we show how both elhptlC Faulhaber polynomials and elhptic Bernoulh 
polynomials can be used m the calculat10n of the Lame dens1t1es of states. The 
dens1ty of states Pn (E) 1s one of the most Important spectral charactenstlcs of the 
Schrodinger operator w1th penodic potential (see e g [56]) From the fimte-gap the-
ory (see [14, 15, 46, 53, 54]) 1t is known that for mteger n the dens1ty of states for the 
non-smgular real penod1c version of the Lame operator Ln = - ;k, +n( n+ 1 )p(x+w') 
has the form 
(4) 
for a certain polynomial Pn and the Lame spectral polynom1al R2n+l On the other 
hand, the h1gh-energy asymptotics for p can be given m terms of the KdV mtegrals 
(see [54]), wh1ch in th1s case are our (reduced) elhptic Faulhaber polynomials 
.\ _ n(n + 1) 
- 2 . 
Let g3 = -Z!; be the average of the We1erstrass p-function over the real penod 
T = 2w. We w11l use also the standard notation [x] for the mteger part of a real 
number x. 
Theorem 4 (Chapter 4, Th 4.1). The coejfic1ent ak = ak(n) m the numerator 
Pn(E) = En + a1En-l + a2En-2 + · · +an of the Lame dens1ty of states (4) lS a 
polynomwl m n of degree [ 52k] Its coejfic1ents are polynomwls w1th ratwnal coeffi-
Cients of 92 ,93 and g"J, homogeneous of we1ght 2k, where the we1ghts of g"J, 92,93 are 
2, 4, 6 respectwely. 
The exphc1t form of the first coefficients ak ( n) 1s 
n(n + 1) _ 
a1 = 2 p, 
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a2 = - :;o (n- l)n(n + 1)(6 + 25n + 16n2), 
a3 = (n-2)(n-l)n(n+l)(- 3~~0 (45+243n+247n2 +64n3)- ~~~n(n+1)(27+16n)) 
Th1s prov1des us w1th an alternative method (to the class1cal one recently elab-
orated further by Belokolos - Enolskl and Takemura [8, 58, 59]) to find the Lame 
dens1ties of states, g1vmg us some mformatwn for all values of n 
In the second part of the thes1s we cons1der the followmg contmued fractwns wh1ch 
we call a-fractzons 
.A-a1 
c/1 = bo + b
1 
+ ~ ,, = [bo, h, .. , ]., (5) 
b,+ .. 
Here a= (a,), a, E IC 1s a g1ven sequence, b, are arb1trary complex numbers, and .A 
is a formal parameter We will examme a spec1al case of N -perwd~c a-fractzons 
(6) 
when the sequences a, and b, are penodJC w1th penod N 
Such fractwns appear m the theory of mtegrable systems, m particular m the 
theory of the penod1c dressmg cham [65]. 
In the particular case when bN = bo, we have <P = [bo, b1, . , bN-1].,, wh1ch w1ll 
be called a purely N-perwd~c a-fractwn. 
Because of penod1c1ty we can wnte formally (6) as 
wh1ch implies a quadratic relation 
A(.A)c/12 + 2B(.A)cp + C(.A) = 0, (7) 
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where A, B, C are certam polynomials m >. With coefficients polynom1ally dependmg 
on b, Thus to any penod1c a-fraction (6), there corresponds an algebrmc functiOn 
if>(>.)= -B(>.) + vfRW 
A(>.) , (8) 
where 
R(>.) = B(>.j2 - A(>.)C(>.) (9) 
is the discnmmant of (7). In that case we w1ll say that (6) 1s a penod~c a-fractzon 
expanszon of the algebraic functiOn (8) from the hyperelhpt!C extension IC(>., vfRW) 
of the field of ratwnal functions IC( >.) 
We w1ll d1scuss the following three mam questwns 
Question 1. Wh1ch algebra1c functions (8) adm1t N-period1c a-fractwn expan-
siOns? 
Question 2. How many such expansiOns exist for a g1ven algebrmc functwn (8) 
and how can we find them? 
Question 3. What 1s the geometry of the set of functwns (8) from the g1ven 
hyperelhpt!C extensiOn IC(>., y'RW) (1.e. w1th fixed R) wh1ch adm1t penod1c a-
fraction expanswns? 
The answers depend on the parity of N In the thes1s we Will restnct our study 
to the case of odd penod N = 2g + 1 We will also assume that all the parameters 
a, are d1stinct 
We should note that when N, wh1ch is also the degree of R(>.), IS even, one can 
consider the usual continued fractwn expanswns 
1 
rp(>.) = ao + 1 a1+~ 
where a, are some polynomials of >. Abel and Chebyshev d1scovered a remarkable 
relatiOn between the penodicity of the expansiOn of y'RW, where R(>.) IS a polyno-
mial of even degree, and the evaluatwn m elementary functwns of" pseudo-elliptic" 
mtegrals of the form 
I= j f(x)dx 
JR(x) 
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(see [1],[11], [12], and a mcely wntten paper by van der Poorten and Tran [62] for 
more details) These expansiOns are more natural, but can not be used m the odd 
degree case 
Let us mtroduce the polynomial 
N 
21(A) = IT (A- a,) 
,=1 
and call a polynomial R of degree N a-admzsszble if 
(10) 
for some polynomial S(A) of degree g or less, where as before N = 2g + 1. 
We call a polynomial monzc 1f Its highest coefficient IS 1 and antz-monzc 1f it IS 
equal to -1. Note that the a-admissible polynomials R are automatically momc. 
The answers to the questions 1 and 2 are summansed by the followmg 
Theorem 5 (Chapter 5, Th 5.1). The algebrazc functzons rj;(A) admzttzng anN-
penodzc a-fractzon expanszon have the form {7, 8) wzth the polynomzals A, B, C 
satzsfyzng the followzng condztzons. 
1. deg B:::; g, A( A) and C(A) are monzc and antz-monzc polynomzals of degree 
g and g + 1 respectzvely 
2. the dzscnmznant R(A) = B 2 - AC zs a-admzsszble. 
Conversely, for an open dense subset of such tnples (A, B, C) the correspondzng 
functzon {8) has exactly two N-penodzc a-fractzon expanszons. The correspondzng 
b, are ratzonal functzons of both the coefficzents of A, B, C and the parameters a., 
and can be found by an effectzve mat'f"tX factonsatzon procedure. 
In chapter 6 we consider the purely N-periodic a-fractions and show that m 
addition to the two conditiOns of Theorem 5, we have the reqmrement 
(11) 
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under which the purely periodic a-fractiOn expansiOn IS genencally umque. 
We will call (A, B, C) satisfying the conditions (1), (2) of the above theorem the 
a-tnples and note that these conditions are invariant under any permutatiOn of the 
parameters a, 
In chapter 7, we show that there is m fact a natural b1rational actiOn of the 
direct product G = Z2 x S N on the set of periodic contmued a-fractiOn expansiOns, 
where the generator% of Z2 IS acting simply by swappmg the two different a-fraction 
expansiOns given by Theorem 5 Our next result descnbes this actiOn explicitly 
Let us consider the followmg permutatiOn 1r E SN which reverses the order 
ab a2, ... , aN to aN, .. , a2, a1; and the involutiOns uk which swap ak and ak+I 
where k = 1,. , N - 1 
Define the actiOn of uk on b = (b,), z = 0,.. , N with bk # 0 as follows 
- ak+I - ak - ak+I - ak 
bk-1 = bk-1 + bk , bk+l = bk+l - bk , (12) 
the rest of b, remam the same (cf Adler's formulae [3] for the dressmg cham). 
Tins determmes the actiOn of the symmetric group SN smce the uk generate It. To 
describe the actiOn of Z2 It IS enough to descnbe the actwn of the mvolutwn z1r E G, 
which turns out to be qmte simple 
b3 = -bN-3 , J = 1, .. , N- 1, bo = bo- bN, bN = -bN. (13) 
Theorem 6 (Chapter 7, Th 7.1). The formulae (12) and {13} define a bzratwnal 
actwn of the group G = Z2 x S N on the set of N -penodzc a-fractwns Its orb%ts con-
S%st of all2N! poss%ble penod%c a-fractwn expanswns for a g%ven a-tnple (A, B, C) 
and any permutatwn of the parameters a,. 
In the purely penod%c case the symmetnc group %S broken down to S N _1 generated 
by uk W%th k = 1,. , N- 2 g%ven by (12} 
In chapter 8 we discuss the geometry of the set of elements from the hyperelhptic 
extensiOn field IC(.>.., VR(>J) which have a N-penodic a-fractiOn expansiOn. The 
a-admissible polynomial R(.>..) IS now fixed with dJstmct roots 
Let us consider the hyperelhptic curve r R given by the equatiOn 
Jl-2 = R(.\). (14) 
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The curve r R consists of the affine part f"'jl, correspondmg to the "fimte" solutwns 
of (14), and the "mfinity" pomt, which we will denote as P00 • Smce the roots of Rare 
distmct, the curve rR is non-smgular and has genus g Consider g pomts PI, .. , P9 
of r';/1 and call the corresponding divisor D = PI+·· + P9 non-speczalif 
(15) 
for any z # J, where T IS the hyperellzptzc znvolutzon r(Jl., >.) = ( -Jl., >.). 
Non-special divisors have the property that the linear space L(D) of all meromor-
phiC functiOns on r R, having their poles at D of order less than or equal to 1, has 
dimensiOn 1, which means that It consists only of constant functiOns. The corre-
spondmg linear space L(D + Poo) has dimensiOn 2, so there exists a non-constant 
function f E L(D + P00 ) With an additional pole at mfimty These functiOns are 
m a way "least smgular" among the "genenc" meromorphic functiOns on rR m the 
sense that any such functiOn can not have less than g + 1 poles (see [27)) 
We define the affine Jacobz varzety J(rR)aff as the set of positive non-specml 
dlVISOrs D =PI+ .. + Pg, H, ... , Pg E r';/1 
Let M}l be the affine vanety of a-triples of polynomials (A, B, C) With given 
discrimmant R(.A), and Mji be its subvariety given by the additiOnal conditiOn (11) 
Theorem 7 (Chapter 8, Th 8.1). There exzsts a bZJectzon between the set M}l 
and the extended affine Jacobz varzety J(rR)aff x C. The correspondzng algebmzc 
functzons {8) can be chamcterzsed as meromorphzc functzons <PE L(D + P00 ) on rR 
wzth the non-speczal pole dzvzsors D + P 00 and wzth <P ~ ..;>. at znfinzty. 
In the purely perzodzc case under the assumptzon that R( aN) # 0, there exzsts a 
natuml2 : 1 map from the set M]l to J(r R)aff The correspondzng <P from L(D+ Poo) 
are fixed by the condztzon that one of the two values of</!( aN) zs zero 
The proof is based on the classical descnption of the Jacobi vanety due to Jacobi 
himself [36] (see also Mumford [52]). 
In the last chapter we give a short summary of the results of the thesis, and discuss 
some open problems. 
The mam results of this thesis are published m [28, 29, 30, 31] 
Part I 
Elliptic Faulhaber and Bernoulli 
polynomials 
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Chapter 1 
Lame equation 
We start w1th a bnef account of the theory of the elhptJC functwns followmg WeJer-
strass' approach. 
1.1 Elliptic functions 
The elhpt1c functwns as developed by Jacob1, Weierstrass, E1senstem and others 
are one of the crowning achievements of 19th century mathematics and are w1dely 
apphed m phys1cs and engmeenng The classJcal way to understand them IS to 
consider the mversc of an elliptic mtegral 
j R[x,p(x)~] dx, 
where p(x) is a polynomial of degree 3 or 4 and R(x, y) IS a rational functiOn of 2 
var1ables 
The simultaneous development of the properties of analyt1c functwns of a complex 
variable by Gauss and Cauchy, in particular their charactensatwn by the1r zeros 
and poles, resulted in a new way of lookmg at elliptic functwns Elhpt1c functwns 
have smce been defined as analyt1c functwns w1th double penodJcJty and WJth no 
smgular1ties other than their poles. There are two classical sets of bas1c elliptic 
functwns due to Jacobi and We1erstrass. We give below a short summary of the 
properties of the We1erstrass functwns used m the thes1s, followmg [5] 
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F1rst it can be proved that the senes 
1 L (z- 2mw- 2nw')3' 
m,n 
(1 1) 
where w and w' are any two complex numbers whose rat1o is not real, and I::m,n 
denotes the summatiOn over all pa1rs of mteger values m and n, converges absolutely 
and umformly in each bounded regwn of the z-plane 1f the fin1te number of terms 
that become mfimte there are removed Therefore the sum of the senes (1.1) IS 
a meromorpmc functwn whose only poles (which have order three) are the points 
2mw+2nw'. 
Let 
1 
Q( z) = - 2 L 7( z----:2::--m-w----:2::--nw-'=)3 
m,n 
We can eas!ly show that the functiOn Q(z) has periods 2w and 2w', and that 1t IS an 
odd functwn 
Now we mtroduce the We1erstrass p function 
1 1z 2 p(z) = 2 + [Q(u) + 3 ]du, z 0 u 
assummg that the path of mtegration does not go through vert1ces m the penod 
network different from u = 0. Thus, 
p'(z) = Q(z). (1 2) 
Termwise mtegratwn g1ves us 
1 I 1 1 
p(z) = z2 + L [(z- 2mw- 2nw')2 - (2mw + 2nw')2]' (13) 
m,n 
where l.::m,n' denotes the summatwn over all pa1rs of mteger values m and n except 
m=n=O 
Smce Q(z) IS an odd functwn, 1t follows that p(z) IS an even functwn Moreover, 
since Q(z) has penod 2w, we have from (1.2) 
p'(z + 2w) = p'(z), 
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and hence 
p(z + 2w) = p(z) + c, 
where c IS a constant. Smce from (1.3) the only poles of p(z) are the pomts 2mw + 
2nw', p(z) IS fimte at the pomt w. For z = -w we have 
p(w)=p(-w)+c, 
and since p( z) IS even, c = 0 Similarly 
p(z + 2w') = p(z) 
We see that the We1erstrass functiOn p(z) IS an elliptic functiOn (of second order, 
smce It has a total of one pole of order 2 m each penod parallelogram.) 
The functiOn p(z) satisfies the differential equation 
(1 4) 
Where g2 = 60 l:~,n !l;;.~n> g3 = 140 l:~,n !l;;.~n With !lm,n = 2mw + 2nw' and the 
summatiOn bemg over all pairs m, n except m = n = 0 The coefficients g2 and g3 
are called the elhpt1c m variants of p( z). 
To specify p(z) completely, Its half-periods w and w' or elliptic mvanants g2 
and g3 must be specified These two cases are denoted p( z lw, w') and p( z, g2, g3), 
respectively But for brevity we shall use p(z). 
Let w1 = w, w3 = w' and w2 = w + w' be the half penods then p(w1), p(w2 ) and 
p(w3 ) are the roots of the cubic equatiOn 4p(z)3 - g2 p(z) - g3 = 0 Indeed, smce 
p'(z) IS odd, 
p'(w,) = -p'( -w,) 
On the other hand, 
-p'( -w,) = -p'(2w,- w,) = -p'(w,) 
smce p'(z) has period 2w and so 
p'(w,) = 0. 
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Let tJ(wt) = e1, tJ(w2) = e2 and p(wa) = ea, then the differential equatiOn (1 4) can 
be wntten 
(1.5) 
Using the formulae connecting the roots of equatiOns w1th the1r coefficients, we 
obtain the followmg relatiOns 
1 
e1e2ea = 4ga. 
When g2 and g3 are real and the dJScnmmant ~ = g5- 27 g~ IS posJttve, then e1, e2 
and ea are real Choosmg them such that e1 > e2 > e3 corresponds to choosing a 
real period 2w1 and a purely 1magmary period 2w3 . 
The functiOn p(z) tends to the tngonometnc and the hyperbohc functions m the 
hmit cases when the discnmmant ~ = 0. Namely, 
The Weierstrass zeta function ((z,g2 ,g3 ) (or ((z)) 1s defined by 
1 1z 1 ((z) =-- [tJ(u)- 2 ]du, z 0 u 
so that 
d 
dz ((z; g2, g3) = -p(z, g2, g3) 
Here the path of integration must not go through vertices of the penod network 
other than the pomt u = 0. It follows from the above defimtwn that ((z) IS an odd 
functiOn of z. 
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We get for ((z) the representation 
1 "' 1 1 z ((z) =- + L.., [ - n +-;:;----- + n-z], 
Z Z mn Hmn Hmn 
m,n ' ' • 
which shows that the functiOn ((z) IS analytic throughout the whole plane except 
at Its poles nm,n Integratmg the equatiOn p(z + 2w) = p(z) gives 
((z + 2w) = ((z) + 21), (1.6) 
where 21) is a constant of integration. Putting z = -w and takmg mto account that 
((z) is an odd functiOn of z, we have 
1) = ((w) 
Similarly, ((z + 2w') = ((z) + 21)' and 1)1 = ((w'). 
1.2 Lame functions and Lame spectrum 
The Lame equatwn 
d2y 
- dz2 + n(n + 1)p(z)y = Ey (1. 7) 
was first obtamed by Gabnel Lame who applied the method of separation of van-
abies to Laplace's equatiOn l:!,rf; = 0 in the ellipsOJdal coordmate system (see e g. 
Wh1ttaker and Watson (68]) 
Smce the coefficients of the Lame equation are doubly periodic functwns, the 
questiOn naturally anses about the doubly-penodic solutwns 
The main result, gomg back to Herlll!te and Halphen (see (6], (16], (68]), 1s that 
for such doubly penodJC solutiOns to exist, n must be either an integer or a half-
mteger. We restrict ourselves to n bemg an integer, whiCh we assume to be non-
negative The correspondmg E must take one of a set of 2n + 1 charactenst1c 
values denoted E;::', m = 0, .. ,2n. The associated doubly-penod1c solutiOns are 
called Lame functwns of degree n, and denoted E;::'(z). In fact, their squares are 
polynomials in p( z) of degree n 
The Lame functions E;::'(z), m= 0, ... ,2n, take one of the followmg four forms 
(see [32]). 
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1. When n is even, E;;'(z) = Y0(p(z)) where Yo(p(z)) IS a polynomial m p(z) of 
degree ~ sat1sfymg the d1fferent1al equatiOn 
( 3 d
2
Yo ( 2 1 ) dYQ [ ( ) J 4p - 92P- 93)-d 2 + 6p - -92 -d = n n + 1 p- E Yo, p 2 p (1 8) 
or E;;'(z) = Yi(p(z))j(p(z)- e,a)(p(z)- e1'), where Yi(p(z)) is a polynom1al 
in p( z) of degree n~2 satisfying 
(1 9) 
2. When n IS odd, E;;'(z) = Y;(p(z))yf(p(z)- el)(p(z)- e2)(p(z)- e3 ), where 
Y2(p(z)) is a polynomial m p(z) of degree n~3 (n :::0: 3) sat1sfymg 
or E;;'(z) = YJ(p(z))jp(z)- e,, where YJ(p(z)) is a polynomial in p(z) of 
degree n~ 1 satisfying 
( 3 ) ~1'2 ( 2 2 3 ) dY; [( ( ) J 4p -92P-93 --2 + lOp +4e,p+4eac--92 - = n-1) n+2 p-E-e, }3. dp 2 dp 
In the above, e,, e13 , e1' are the roots of the cub1c equat10n 4z3 - g2 z - 93 = 0 
The classical approach for findmg the Lame funct10ns E;;' ( z) 1s the followmg. 
Let us take for simphcity the case of an even n and the solutiOn of the form 
E;;'(z) = Yo(p(z)). We substitute Y0 into equatiOn (1 8) The h1ghest degree term 
p~+l d1sappears. Equatmg hke-powers of pleads to solvmg a system of~+ 1 si-
multaneous equations which are hnear with respect to the ~ unknown coefficients 
of YQ. To find the values E;{', we have to solve an algebraic equatiOn mE obtamed 
by ehminating the unknown coefficients of YQ. 
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For example, when n = 2 we substitute Yo = p +a m (1 8) to obtam a system of 
two simultaneous equations 
{E-6a = 0 
aE = ~92 
We therefore have two values for E determmed by E 2 = 3g2 and two correspondmg 
Lame functwns 
EJ(z) = p(z) + 7 
and 
2( ) ( ) ..j3g; £2 z = p z - -6-. 
Solutwns of the form Y1(p(z))J(p(z)- e,)(p(z)- e1 ) are simply 
and 
Ei(z) = J(p(z)- e2)(p(z)- e3), 
Ei(z) = J(p(z)- e1)(p(z)- e3), 
E~(z) = J(p(z)- e1)(p(z)- e2), 
since the degree of Y1(p) in th1s case is zero Subst1tutmg Y1 (p(z)) = 1 m (1.9) 
g1ves 
E- 3e0 = 0. 
The correspondmg charactenstJc values are thus E5 = 3e1, Ei = 3e2 and Eg = 3e3 
respectively, so the Lame spectral polynom1al m th1s case can be wntten as 
We would hke to mentwn that there IS a beautiful electrostatic mterpretatwn of the 
zeroes of the Lame functions d1scovered by StJeltjes (see (68]). 
The problem is that, as n becomes b1gger, it becomes mcreasingly more and more 
d1fficult to compute the e1genvalues E;:' and the correspondmg Lame functions 
The d1scovery of quantum mechamcs in the 20th century brought a new prospect 
to the old theory of the Lame equation. Assume that w 1s real and w' 1s purely 
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imagmary then the potential s(s + l)p(x + w') IS a smooth, real-valued, penod1c 
function of real x, so that the Lame equatiOn 
dhf; 
- dx2 + s(s + l)p(x + w')'lf; = E'lj; 
IS an example of a Schrodmger equation with a penod1c potential, also known as 
Hill's equatiOn 
Hill's equatiOns are usually studied by applymg Floquet theory Consider the 
one-dimensiOnal Schrodmger operator 
L'lj; =-'If;"+ u(x)'lj; = E'lj;, 
where u(x) IS a penod1c potential u(x + T) = u(x). The eigenfunctwns satJsfymg 
the condition 
'1/;(z + T) = Jl'I/J(z) 
are called Bloch (or Floquet) eigenfunctwns. Note that any two e1genfunctwns '1/;1 
and '1/;2 w1th the same value of E satisfy the relatwn 
( 'l/;1 (z+T)) = M(E) ( 'l/;1(z)) 
'I/J2(z + T) 'I/J2(z) 
for some matriX M(E) called the monodromy matrzx. The e1genvalues Jl are called 
the Floquet multzplzers of the monodromy matriX M. They satisfy the characteristic 
equatiOn 
J1.2 - t(E)Jl + 1 = 0, 
where t(E) = tr M(E) IS the trace of the matnx M Thus 
t(E) ± .Jt(E)2 - 4 
Jl = 2 . 
The stability set (spectrum of the operator L) IS characterised as the set of all E 
such that the modulus of the Floquet multipliers Jl(E) IS one. This happens when 
---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~____j 
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t(E) < 2 so 11 = exp(±zp(E)T) The correspondmg quantity p(E) IS called the quasz-
momentum For a general smooth periodic potential the spectrum of L consists of 
an mfimte set of mtervals (or bands) [E2m, E2m+J], m= 0, 1, 2 . separated by the 
forbidden zones (gaps). 
The Lame operator 
d2 
Ln =-dx2 + n(n + 1)p(x + w') 
for mteger n has exactly n gaps in Its spectrum [34] Namely, the spectrum of the 
operator Ln IS [Eo, E1] U [E2, E3] U · · · U [E2n-2, E2n-I] U [E2n, oo ), where the 2n + 1 
band edges Em= Em(n) are exactly the 2n+ 1 charactenst1c values E;:' of the Lame 
equatiOn, and the correspondmg penod1c and anti-penodiC Bloch solutiOns are the 
Lame functions 
We have mentioned already the classical approach of how to find the Lame spectral 
polynomials, due to Herm1te and Halphen. News ideas came from the fimte-gap 
theory created m the 1970s by Nov1kov and Dubrovm, Its and Matveev, McKean 
and van Moerbeke [14, 15, 46, 53, 54] This remarkable theory combmes the methods 
of spectral theory with algebraic and symplect1c geometry. In the recent papers of 
Belokolos and Enolski [7] and Takemura [57, 58], this theory was applied to the 
mvestJgation of the Lame equation We are going to develop a different approach 
based on the elliptiC Bernoulh polynomials. 
Chapter 2 
Elliptic Faulhaber polynomials 
Before mtroducmg the elhptic Faulhaber polynomials we rev1ew the properties of 
the KdV equatiOn and 1ts conserved densities as these w1ll play an essential role m 
our constructiOn 
2.1 KdV equation and its integrals 
InvestigatiOns of sohtary waves began With the1r d1scovery by John Scott Russell m 
1834 at the Umon Canal at Herm1ston, Edmburgh, Scotland. In 1871 Boussmesq 
pubhshed the first mathematical theory to support Scott Russell's expenmental ob-
servation. In 1895 the Dutch phys1c1st D1edenk Johannes Korteweg and h1s student 
Gustav de Vnes derived a shallow water wave equatiOn (known nowadays as the 
KdV equatwn) and showed that 1t had a sohtary wave solutwn s1m1lar to the one 
observed by Scott Russell The KdV equatiOn has the form 
Ut - 6UUx + Uxxx = 0 (2 1) 
The var1able t denotes time, the variable x 1s the space coordmate along the canal, 
wh1le the unknown functwn u = u(x, t) represents the elevatwn of the fluid above 
the bottom of the canal 
To find explicitly the simplest sohtary wave solutions of the KdV, one looks for 
traveling wave solutwns u(x, t) of the form 
u(x, t) = f(x- et) 
24 
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The KdV equatwn then reduces to the ordmary differential equation 
/" =6/f'+cf' 
Imposing the conditiOn of fast decay at ±oo one finds 
for any pos1t1ve parameter c 
The correspondmg fam1ly of solitary wave solutiOns of the KdV IS g1ven by 
1 1 
u(x, t) = 2c sech
2( 2vc(x- et)+ x0)), 
where the parameter x0 (called phase) is arb1trary. 
In 1965 Zabusky and Kruskal found numerically solitary wave solutwns of the 
KdV equatiOn and investigated their mteractwns. They named these solitary waves 
solztons The most surpnsing phenomenon they observed was that, after mteractwn, 
the solltons reappear w1th identical profile and speed as 1f no collisiOn had taken 
place. The only parameter that IS changed is the phase 
Two years later, Miura, Gardner and Kruskal (48] showed that the pecullanty of 
the KdV equatiOn lies m the eXJstence of an mfimte number of conservatzon laws 
Cons1der an evolution equatiOn 
Ut= K(u) 
for a function u = u(x, t), where K is a function of u, ux, Uxx,. A functional 
I[u] = J T( u, Ux, . .. )dx 
is called an zntegral (or conserved quant1ty) of th1s equatiOn 1f 
for any solution u(x, t). The function T IS then called the conserved dens1ty 
The KdV mtegrals 
(2.2) 
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play a fundamental role m the theory of the one-d1mensional Schrodmger operator 
L = -~ + u(x). They appear in the asymptotic expansion of the trace of the 
resolvent R = (p,I- L)- 1 (see Gelfand-D1k1i [21]) or, in the penodJC case, of the 
density of states or quasi-momentum (see Nov1kov et a! [54] and chapter 4). 
In this sectwn we w1ll d1scuss the algebraic properties of the KdV conserved den-
sities mamly followmg the class1cal paper by Miura, Gardner, Kruskal and Zabusky 
[49]. We mention that our u d1ffers from the var1able m that paper by a constant 
factor, so the anthmet1c of the coefficients IS slightly different 
The KdV conserved densitieS Tk = n(uo, ul, ... , Uk-2) are polynomials in u = Uo 
and 1ts denvat1ves Ux = u~, Uxx = u2 , .. up to order k - 2 In general they are 
defined up to a total denvat1ve, wh1ch does not affect the integrals To ehmmate this 
freedom, let us introduce the notwn of canonical form [49]. Consider the followmg 
grading. for the monom1al u;;'0u~' u'f:• we define its rank as 
J=k 
r= L(2+J)m1 
]=0 
A form T( u0 , u 1 , ... , Ur) is called canonzcal1f it IS rank-homogeneous and 1rreduc1ble 
in the sense that there are no monomials u~0u~1 • u;: m T ( k < r) w1th the h1ghest 
denvat1ve Uk appearmg lmearly (1 e tk = 1) 
It IS clear that 1f the h1ghest denvatlve uk appears linearly one can always ehmmate 
such a term by domg mtegratlon by parts ( wh1ch 1s equivalent to addmg a total 
denvat1ve). 
Theorem 2.1. (Mzura, Gardner and Kruskal [49]) For any k = 1, 2, . the KdV 
equatwn has a non-tnvzal conserved denszty n = Tk(uo, Ul, ., Uk-2), whzch zs a 
rank-homogeneous polynomzal of rank 2k. The canonzcal form of the correspondzng 
denszty Tk zs defined unzquely up to a constant factor. 
The h1ghest denvatlve term uk_2 of the correspondmg Tk IS uL2 We normal1ze 
these dens1t1es by choosmg the coefficient at this term to be 1 It turns out that 
th1s makes all the other coefficwnts mtegers, wh1ch w1ll be important for us 
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Theorem 2.2. All the coefficzents of the KdV denszty Tk m the no17T!ahzed canomcal 
jo17T! are mtegers 
Although this fact was probably known to the experts m KdV theory, It d1d not 
play any role before. We have not found the proof m the literature although It IS 
not difficult 
Proof One can define the KdV densities by the followmg recurrence formula 
k=m-1 
O"m+l = -a~ - L akcrm-k 
k=l 
(2.3) 
w1th a1 = u (see e g. [54]). These densities are not m the canomcal form but 
are rank-homogeneous and obvwusly have mteger coefficients The ak for even k 
are known to be total denvat1ves [54], so only the ak for odd k lead to non-tnv1al 
mtegrals. The claim is that 
(2 4) 
where the polynomial a;k-l IS the irreducible eqmvalent of a 2k-l We should only 
show that the coefficient at uL2 m Tk is equal to 1. 
n. (2 3) h ' "''=2k-3 Th I d . 
.c1om . we ave a2k-l = -a2k_2 - L..•=l a,a2k-2-• e tota envatJve 
term a;k_2 vamshes when we take the Irreducible form a2k-l and so does not con-
tnbute to the term uL2• The only contnbutions to uL2 come therefore from 
- L::::ik-3 a,a2k-2-., m particular from the product of terms of degree 1 such as 
uou2k-4, UJU2k-5, .. , uk-2Uk-2· Smce the only term of degree 1 m a, IS ( -1)'-1u,_1 the 
t b t t 2 fr "'•=2k-3( 1)•-1 ( 1)2k-3-• 2 con n u wn o uk_2 comes om- L..,=1 - u,_l - u2k-3-• = -uk_2-
2 L::::~-3 u,u2k-4_,. After integration by parts, u,u2k_4_, is reduced to ( -1)k-•-2uL2, 
so the quadratic term uL2 m a2k-l has the coefficient (-1- 2(-l)kL:;;:~-3 (-1)') 
1e. (-1)k-l. Indeed, if k 1s odd, k- 3 is even and L::::~-3 (-1)' = +1; the 
coefficient of uL2 m a;k-l becomes -1- 2(-1)(+1) = +1 = (-1)k-l If k 1s 
even, k- 3 Is odd and L:;;:~-\-1)' = 0, the coefficient of uL2 in a;k-l becomes 
-1- 2(+1)(0) = -1 = (-1)k-l. From (2.4), the coefficient of uL2 m Tk is thus 
(-1)k-1(-1)k-l = +1. Theorem 2.2 IS proved. 
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Below are the first KdV densities (m the canomcal form). 
The following propositiOn g1ves an explicit formula for the last coefficient m these 
polynomials 
Proposition 2.3. The coefficzent of u~ zn the canonzcal form Tk zs !\~t;j,' fork > 1 
and 1 fork= 1 (or equzvalently 2 ( 2k(2~J~k'l'). 
Proof The term u~ appears w1th exactly the same coeffic1ent (up to a s1gn) m 
Tk as m a2k-l smce the mtegratwn by parts does not affect 1t Cons1der agam 
h I ' "'=2k-3 Th I d ' t e re atwn a2k-1 = -a2k_2 - 6 ,=1 a,a2k_2_,. e tota envatJve term a2k_ 2 
does not contam any term u~. The only contnbutions to u~ come therefore from 
- I:::ik-J a,a2k-2-• and result from the product of powers of uo 
Let us write a1 = a1uo+ ., a3 = a2u6+ ..... , a2k-l = aku~+ ... Recall that for even 
z, a, contains no powers of u0 smce it is a total derivative It results that ak sat1sfies 
the relatwn: ak = - I:;:~-I a,ak-• w1th a1 = 1 smce the 1mtial cond1t10n a1 = u. 
It can be eas1ly shown by mduction that the s1gn of ak 1s ( -1)k-l; therefore ak = 
-(-1)ki:;:~- 1 Ja,JJak_,J. From ( 24), we obtam that Tk = (I:;:~- 1 /a,J/ak-•/M + 
.... i.e Tk = bku~ + .. where bk = I:;:~- I b,bk-• w1th b1 = 1. Usmg the generatmg 
function G(t) = L~=~ brtr w1th b1 = 1 and computing G(t)2 , we obtam that G(t) 2 -
G(t) + t = 0 1 e G(t) = 1±VJ3'. Since G(O) = 0 we deduce that G(t) = I-~ 
IS the only poss1ble chmce. Expanding G(t) as a power senes (using Vf+X = 
I:;:o (;:::;~~~~~l.xn for /x/ < 1) and equatmg the coefficients, we obtam the reqmred 
expression for bk. 
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2.2 Elliptic Faulhaber polynomials 
Consider now the special potential of the form u = 2-Ap,, where p, = p,(z, 91, 92, 93) 
IS the elliptic functiOn satisfying the differential equatiOn 
( I )2 4 3 2 p, = p, - 9If?, - 92P• - 93· (2 5) 
This function differs from the classical Weierstrass functiOn p(z; 92 , 93) w1th the 
equatiOn 
( ')2 4 3 • • P = P - 92P - 93, 
where !}2 = 92 + 1~9l and 93 = 93 + 1129192 + 2:69{, by addmg a constant 
However It will be convement for us to keep the additiOnal parameter 91 and consider 
the elliptic curve r m the non-reduced form 
Choose any cycle "! on r, which does not pass through the poles of the function 
p, and define the elliptic Faulhaber polynomials as the mtegrals 
(2 6) 
Since the mtegrand has all the residues zero, this mtegral can be considered as a 
lmear function on the first homology group of r or equivalently as an element of 
the first cohomology group H 1 (r, C) Thus, the elliptic Faulhaber polynomials can 
be considered as .A-dependent sectiOns of the canomcal cohomology bundle over the 
space of the elliptic curves e = {r}. 
We choose the followmg basis m the first cohomology of r 
w=.!.fdz=.!_fdX 2 2 y' If lfXdX ~ = - 2 p,(z)dz = - 2 --y (2. 7) 
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Theorem 2.4. The ellzptzc Faulhaber polynomzal :Fm zs polynomzal zn all varzables 
>.., 91> 92, 93, w,f;, wzth ratzonal coefficzents, homogeneous wzth wezght 2m - 1, and 
lznear wzth respect to w and I; When g2 = g3 = 0 zt reduces (up to a factor) to the 
classzcal Faulhaber polynomzal 
-r- (' 0 0 ") 2m4-19mi-I"F:m(') . m A;g), , ,W,<, = <, A (2 8) 
Here are the first 4 elhptic Faulhaber polynomials 
To prove Theorem 2 4 we need the following lemma about the denvatives of the 
functiOn p., which can be easily proved by mduction usmg the differential equatwn 
(2 5) for the functwn p. and Its corollary 
(2 9) 
Lemma 2.5. The derzvatzves of the ellzptzc functzon p. have the form 
(2 10) 
for some polynomzals A;; wzth ratzonal coefficzents The polynomzals A;; satzsfy the 
followzng recurrence relatzon 
Ak+I = (4p~- 9IP~- 92P•- g3)A;;" + (6p~- 9IP•- ~g2)Ak', (2 11) 
where the derzvatzve of A;; zs taken wzth respect to p •. 
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We know that the KdV dens1ty Tm( u0 , ... , Um-2) is a sum ofmonom1als u;;''u7'' .ur;:k 
w1th rank 
J=k 
r = 2)2 + J )m1 = 2m. 
J=O 
From Lemma 2 5 it follows that 1f we subst1tute in such a monomial u = 2-Ap,(x) 
we will have an expressiOn of the form Q(p,, 91> g2 , g3)_AM, where M = 2:;:~ m1 and 
Q IS a polynomial in p., 91, 92, g3 w1th rational coefficients Indeed, the fact that 
the rank of Tk IS even means that the first denvat1ve of p, appears only m even 
powers and thus can be eliminated usmg the equatwn (2.5) It 1s easy to see also 
that 1f we define the gradmg of p., g1, g2, g3 to be 2, 2, 4 and 6 respectively then Q 
is homogeneous of degree 2m. 
Let us consider now the mtegrals 
K~ = i p~(z)dz. 
Using Proposition 2 3, we have the Immediate 
2m+1(2m 3) 1 Corollary 2.6. Fm(.Air, I') has degree m zn).. wzth leadzng coefficzent m'(m ~' K:;,. 
Proposition 2. 7. The zntegrals K~ satzsfy the followzng recurrence relatzon of thzrd 
order 
(8n- 4)K~ = (2n- 2)g1K~_ 1 + (2n- 3)g2K~_2 + (2n- 4)g3K~_3 
wzth znztzal terms K0 = 2w, Ki = -2~, K~ = ig2w- ~g~~· 
Indeed, using (2.9) we have 
K~ = f p~-2(z)p~(z)dz = f p~-2 (z)(~p~(z) + ~ p, + i;)dz 
Th1s can be wntten 
K~ = ~ f p~- 1 (z)dz + i; f p~-2 (z)dz + ~ f p~-2(z)p~(z)dz 
Integratmg by parts the th1rd integral, we obtam 
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Using ( 2 5), we obtam 
f p~-2(z)p~(z)dz = -(n- 2) f p~-3(z)(4p~(z)- g1 p;(z)- g2 p.(z)- g3)dz. 
Thus 
Therefore K~ = 1fK~-I + fiK~_2 - n62 (4K~- giK~-I- g2K~_2 - g3K~_3 ) -
2n-4K* + n-1 K* + 2n-3 K* + n-2 K* h h 1 ad t th d 
--3- n -6-gi n-I 12g2 n-2 - 6-g3 n-3, w IC e s o e reqmre re-
currence relation. The expression for K0, K; are obvwus, the form of K:; follows 
from the relatwn (2 9). 
Corollary 2.8. The zntegmls K~ have the form 
where A~n) (gi, g2, g3), Bin) (gi> g2, g3) are polynomzals wzth posztzve ratwnal coeffi-
czents 
Here are the next few mtegrals 
• 1(3 2 2 ) 1(4 2 2 ) Ks = 2520 4gig2+33gig2+24g1g3+168g2g3 w- 2520 8gi +102gig2+147g2+300gig3 ~ 
Combinmg all th1s we have the proof of the first part of Theorem 2.4 To prove 
the second part let us consider the case g2 = g3 = 0 The equatiOn (2 5) becomes 
Simply 
(p:)2 = 4p~ - g!p; 
With the solution p.(z) = smh~~az)' where a lS related to gi by gi = -4a2. 
For the vanishmg cycle the mtegral ~ = -~ f p.(z)dz IS identically zero wh1le 
the integral~=-~ r~:: p.(z)dz, taken over the reallme and corresponding to the 
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diverging penod w, has the finite value a In fact, It is convement to shift the reallme 
m the complex plane by z2';,, then the functiOn becomes p.(x + z;:_) = -a2sech2ax, 
which (up to a coefficient ~) IS the sohton profile 
Now we can apply the result by Fa.Jrhe and Veselov [19], which claims that 
(2 12) 
Let us outlme here the 1dea of the proof Consider the solutiOn of the KdV equatiOn 
Ut - 6uux + Uxxx = 0 
with imt1al data u(x, 0) = -n(n + 1)sech2x It IS well-known that for mteger n 
n 
u(x, t) ~ -2 L k2sech2 k(x- 4k2t- xk) 
k=l 
as t -> oo for some constants xk (see e g [13], page 79) Now one can use the 
fact that the mtegrals Im are actually the conserved quantities, so Im[u(x, t)] = 
Im[u(x,O)]. Because these mtegrals have the property Im[a2u(ax)] = a2m-IIm[u(x)] 
this Immediately gives us the equality 
n 
Im[-n(n + 1)sech2x] = Im[-2sech2x] L k2m-I. 
k=l 
Now to denve the formula (2 12) one needs only to show that Im[-2sech2x] 
( -1)m 2~=1 , which can be done m various ways (see [19]) 
All this leads to the formula (2.8), which completes the proof of Theorem 2.4 
Remark. The elliptic Faulhaber polynomial has the form 
_,- ( ') 4 ( m 1 1 m 2 )F. ( ) 
.rm A = 2m _ 1 9! - ~- 291 - 92W m A +. 
where Fm(.X) IS the usual Faulhaber polynomial and the dots mean the terms of 
lower order m 91· 
There are two more mteresting special cases: lemnzscatzc when 91 = 93 = 0 and 
equzanharmonzc when 91 = 92 = 0. Both of them are speciahsatiOns of the reduced 
version of the elliptic Faulhaber polynomials, which we are gomg to look at m more 
detail in the next sectiOn 
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2.3 Reduced elliptic Faulhaber polynomials. 
The reduced form of the elliptic Faulhaber polynomials corresponds to g1 = 0 : 
(2 13) 
In that case the functwn p, becomes simply the standard We1erstrass elliptic 
functwn p(z, g2, g3 ). Thus by definitiOn the reduced elliptic Faulhaber polynomials 
are 
F! (.\lr, 1) = i Tm[2.\p(z)]dz, (2 14) 
where 1 is any cycle on the elliptic curve r given by the algebraiC relatwn 
which does not pass through the poles of the p-functwn. 
Remark. One can consider also another reductwn replacmg the We1erstrass 
functwn p by the Jacob1 elliptiC funct10n k2sn2 , appeanng m the Jacob1 form of 
the Lame equat10n [68] The corresponding Jacobz reduced verszon of the ellzptzc 
Faulhaber polynomzals can be defined by settmg g3 = 0 · 
It corresponds to the elliptiC curves r with a chosen half-penod and has the ad-
vantage that one can eas1ly see the hyperbolic limit (g2 = 0). However we prefer 
the We1erstrass vers10n as It IS more canomcal and standard m the mathematical 
literature 
Theorem 2.9. The elhptzc Faulhaber polynomzals F! have the form 
Am = LA~) (>,)g~g~, Bm = L Bk7) (>.)g~g;_ 
where the sum zs taken over all non negatzve zntegers k, l satzsfyzng 2k + 31 = m 
and 2k + 31 = m - 1 respectzvely, and A~)(>.), Bk7) (>.) are some polynomzals zn >. 
of degree m wzth ratzonal coefficzents and double zero at >. = 0. 
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The proof follows from Theorem 2 4, Corollary 2.8 and the weight consideration 
The exphc1t form of the first 8 polynomials can be found m the Appendix A 
We are gomg to look in more detail at the highest and the lowest degree coefficients 
m >. of the polynomials :F!. The lughest coefficient of :F! IS proportiOnal to Kn = 
f tJ(z)ndz. Settmg g1 = 0 in PropositiOn 2 7 we have 
Proposition 2.10. The zntegrals Kn satzsfy the followzng 2 term recurrence relatwn 
of thzrd order 
(8n- 4)Kn = (2n- 3)g2Kn-2 + (2n- 4)g3Kn-3 
wzth the znztzal data K 0 = 2w, K 1 = -2'f}, K 2 = tg2w. They have the form 
where A(nl(g2,g3), B(nl(g2,g3) are polynomwls wzth posztzve ratwnal coefficzents. 
There is no exphc1t way to solve th1s recurrence (except for the lemmscat!c and 
equianharmonic cases, see below), so we would hke to d1scuss here another way to 
compute Kn, gomg back to the class1cal work by Halphen [32] (see chapter VII page 
203). 
It is based on the followmg relatiOn between the powers of tJ and 1ts even deriva-
tives 
n-1 (n) 
g:Jn = B(n) + """ Br g:J(2n-2-2r), 
n 6 (2n- 2r- 1)! 
r=O 
(2 15) 
where B$n) are coefficients given by the Halphen recurrence relatwn (see (32, 60]) 
B(n) _ (2n- 2r- 2)(2n- 2r- 1) B(n-!) 2n- 3 B(n-2) n- 2 B(n-3) 
r - (2n- 2)(2n- 1) r + 4(2n- 1) r-2 g2 + 2(2n- 1) r-3 g3 
(2.16) 
with n > 0, r = 0, .. , n and with B$n) = 0 for r < 0 or r > n, B6n) = 1 and 
Bin) = 0, for any n. By constructiOn B$n) are polynomials m g2, g3 w1th ratwnal 
pos1t1ve coefficients We will call them H alphen coefficzents; see the first of them m 
Table 2 1 
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Table 2 1: The Ha!phen coefficients B~n) 
n 1o111 2 I 3 I 4 5 6 
r=O 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
r=1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r=2 0 0 I 3 192 i~3 3 I292 2092 )o92 r=3 0 0 0 I 193 1093 l 2 ~ 2 H932 r=4 0 0 0 0 33692 [4092 
8
4p092 
r=5 0 0 0 0 0 3o9293 I54o9293 
r=6 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~9~+ i&9i 
This leads to the following expression for Kn m terms of Halphen coefficients 
(2 17) 
Indeed, since the complete integrals of the total denvatives are zero, the only non-
zero contnbution comes from the constant term and the p term m the nght-hand side 
of the relatiOn (2 15). This IS of course related to the general de Rham's theorem, 
which Imphes that on the elliptic curve r any differential pn(z)dz is cohomological 
to a linear combinatiOn of dz and p(z)dz 
Note that these particular Halphen coefficients B~n) and B~"li satisfy the same 
recurrence relation (2 10) as Kn· 
2n- 3 n- 2 
D<n = 4(2n _ 1)92D<n-2 + 2(2n _ 1)93D<n-3 
but with imtial conditiOns D<-I = 0, a0 = 1, D<I = 0 for D<n = B~n) and a_ I = 0, a0 = 
0, D<I = 1 for D<n = B~"li. 
In the lemmscatic case when 93 = 0 this recurrence equatiOn can be easily solved 
and leads to the followmg formula for Kn: 
["2'1 
n' IT 2 [¥1 
Kn = -4 (2n)l k=I (4k- 1) 92 1} (2 18) 
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for odd nand 
1"2'1 
n! 2 1"1 
Kn = 2 (2n)! g (4k + 1) 9/ w (2.19) 
for even n. 
Similarly m the eqmanharmomc case when 92 = 0, we have three cases dependmg 
on the congruence of n modulo 3 
I" I 
K _ 1 rr' n - 3k + 1 1~1 
n- 21lfl-l 2n- 6k + 593 w 
k=l 
for n = O(mod 3) 
I" I 
K ___ 1_ rr' n- 3k + 1 Ill! 
n- 21lf)-l 2n- 6k + 5 93 TJ 
k=l 
for n = 1(mod 3) 
Kn = 0 for n = 2(mod 3) 
In the next sectiOn we analyse the coefficients of the ell1pt1c Faulhaber polynomials 
at the lowest degree A2, wh1ch can be considered as an elliptic generahsat10n of the 
Bernoulh numbers 
2.4 Elliptic Bernoulli numbers 
We define the ellzptzc Bemoullz numbers B2n = B2n(92 , 93 , w, TJ) as the followmg 
mtegrals 
(2 20) 
They are simply related to the coefficwnt of the lowest degree term A 2 m the re-
duced elliptic Faulhaber polynomial .F,:Y (A), wh1ch 1s equal to 8B2m_2, Note that 
the coefficient of the lowest degree term A 2 in .F m ( .>..) for m > 1 can be obtamed by 
replacmg the coefficients 92, 93, TJ in B2m-2 by 92+ 1~9? and 93+ 1~9192+ 2i6 9~, .;+~w 
respectively. 
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The terminology IS JUstified by the fact that on the dzscnmznant where two roots 
of the polynom1al 4X3 - g2X - g3 collide, these numbers reduce to the class1cal 
(even) Bernoulli numbers. 
Indeed, consider the relatiOn 
( 1 2 1 1 3 gl ) 1 11 ( ) B2m g2 + 12g1,g3 + 12g1g2 + 216gl, w,.; + 12w = 16.Fm+l 0, g1, g2,g3, w,.; 
Take g2 = g3 = 0. From (2.8) m Theorem 2.4 we obtam 
B (2_ 2 _1_ 3 c f!2. )- 1 mcp" (0) 2m 12g1 '216g1 ,w,~+12w- 4(2m+1)g1 ~ m+! 
Now from the relatwn (2 26) between the classical Bernoulh numbers and the Faul-
haber polynomials (see subsectiOn 2.4.1) 
B2m = 4(2~+ 1)F.'.:+I(O), 
we have the followmg 
Proposition 2.11. For n > 1 the speczalzsatzon of the ellzptzc Bemoullz numbers 
on the dzscnmznant zs 
( 1 2 1 3 1 ) n B2n 12 h , 216 h , w,.; + 12 hw = -B2n h .;, (2 21) 
where B 2n are the usual Bernoulh numbers 
One can show th1s hm1t using an mtegral formula for the classical Bernoulh num-
bers wh1ch we think IS new and wh1ch we prove m the next subsectiOn. 
2.4.1 Soliton limit: usual Bernoulli numbers 
The Bernoulh numbers play an important role m analys1s, number theory, algebraiC 
topology and many other areas of mathematiCS They have the followmg generating 
functwn 
All odd Bernoulh numbers except B1 = -~ are zero and the first even Bernoulh 
numbers are 
B B 1 B 1 B 1 B 1 B _ ~ B __ 691 
o=
1
, 
2
=6, 4 =-30' 6 =42' s=-30' 10 -66' 12 - 2730' 
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Theorem 2.12. The Bernoullz numbers B 2m wzth m ~ 1 have the followzng zntegral 
representatzon 
( 1)m-ll+oo B2 = - ((sech2x)(m-I)) 2dx 
m 22m+l ' 
-eo 
m~ 1, (2 22) 
where (sech2x)(m-l) denotes the (m- 1)th denvat1ve of sech2x 
This formula IS motivated by the results of Fair he and Veselov [19], who discovered 
a relatiOn between the Bernoulh polynomials and the sohton theory 
The mam result of [19] IS the following formula relatmg the Faulhaber polynomials 
Fm to the mtegrals of the KdV equation: 
(2 23) 
Recall that the Faulhaber polynomials are directly related to the Bernoulh polyno-
mials through the formula 
(2 24) 
where Bk(x) and Bk are Bernou!li polynomials and Bernoulh numbers respectively 
(see [40, 2]) 
Let us first present the proof based on the results of [19] Recall that the Faulhaber 
polynomial Fm+ 1(>.) With m~ 1 has the form 
With some ratiOnal coefficients a~+ I, a;"+1, , a;;::):i (see [40]) Smce the only quadratic 
term m the dens1ty of the KdV integral Im+l IS u;;,_ 1dx, we have from the relatiOn 
(2.23) that 
(2 25) 
Differentiating the formula (2 24) twice with respect to x gives 
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because Bzm(x)" = (2m)(2m- 1)Bzm-z(x) Smce F,;,(O) = 0 this gives for x = 0 
~F,;:(o) = (2m -1)Bzm-z(1), 
and after a change of mdices 
Now usmg the well-known symmetry Bk(l- x) = (-1)kBk(x), we have B2m(1) = 
Bzm(O) = Bzm and thus 
I e. 
a~+I = ~F,;:+I(O) = 2(2m + 1)Bzm 
Substituting this into (2.25) we come to the formula (2.22). 
(2 26) 
We are now gomg to prove the formula (2 22) directly without reference to soh-
ton theory. We borrow the mam idea from the book (26] by Graham, Knuth and 
Patashmk, where It IS attnbuted to Logan. 
Consider the mtegral 
( -l)m-I l+oo J = ((sech2x)<m-I))2dx 
m 22m+I ' 
-oo (2 27) 
for m ;::: 1. Integratmg Jm by parts m - 1 times gives 
1 l+oo 1 l+oo J = -- (sech2x)(Zm-z)sech2xdx = -- tanhx(Zm-I) tanhx(I)dx 
m 22m+1 22m+I 
-oo -oo 
Let y = tanh x then 
1 1+1 Jm = 2Zm+I Tzm-!(y)dy, 
-I 
(2 28) 
where the polynomial n(y) IS the k-th derivative of y = tanhx rewritten Ill terms 
of y· 
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T2 = y<2l = -2yy(ll = -2y(1 - y2 ) = -2y + 2y3 
T3 = y<3J = -2y<Il + 6y2y(I) = (1- y2)( -2 + 6y2) = -2 + 8y2- 6y4 
T4 = y<4) = 16yy<I) - 24yVI) = (1 - y2)(16y- 24y3) = 16y- 40y3 + 24y5 
and so on. 
These polynomials can be determmed by the recurrence formula 
(2 29) 
with T0(x) = x. I They have mteger coefficients with the h1ghest one bemg equal 
to (-l)nnl and have the symmetry Tn(-x) = (-1)n-ITn(x). Note that the non-
zero coefficients have the alternatmg s1gns and the1r total sum IS zero The mtegers 
/T2m-J(O)/ are called tangent numbers (see e.g [26]). 
Let us consider now the generating functiOn 
Lemma 2.13. The generatzng functzon for the polynomzals Tn(x) 1s 
T(x,z) = smhz+xcoshz_ 
coshz + xsmhz 
(2.30) 
(2 31) 
Indeed 1t is easy to see that when x = tanh w the function T(x, z) becomes 
tanh(z + w). Now the cla1m follows from the Taylor formula and the defimtwn of 
the polynomials Tn(x). 
From th1s, one can denve an mteresting relation between the Bernoulh and the 
tangent numbers (see [26], formula (6.93) and discussion after that) We Will need 
however a slightly different result 
Lemma 2.14. The Bernoulll numbers can be wntten as 
1 1I Bm = 2m+I Tm-I(x)dx 
-I 
(2 32) 
for all m> 1. 
1
These polynomials should not be confused With the classiCal Chebyshev (Tchebycheff) poly-
nomials, whiCh are also denoted as Tn(x) We follow the notatmns of the book [26], where the 
tngonometnc versiOn of these polynomials was considered 
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Indeed, this formula IS obvwus for odd m bigger than 1 since T m-I ( x) is an odd 
functiOn and both sides of (2.32) are then equal to 0 In order to prove the formula 
for even m, let us consider first the left hand side of (2 31). The function T(x, z) 
can be rewritten as 
(x+~)coshz 1 T(x z) = coshz = cothz- . 
' (x + coshz) sinh z (x + coth z) sinh2 z smhz 
Integratmg with respect to x gives 
JT(x, z)dx = xcothz- 12 In Jx + cothzJ, smh z 
which leads to 
11 2z T(x, z)dx = 2cothz- . 2 = 2coth z + 2zcoth' z 
-I smh z (2 33) 
The expansion of the functiOn coth z can be written in terms of the Bernoulh num-
bers (see [2]): 
h 1 '""" 2n-l cot z = ; + L., a2n-1Z , 
n=l 
This easily follows from the Identity 
22n B2n 
a2n-1 = (2n)l 
z z z z 
-coth- =- + --. 
2 2 2 e•- 1 
From (2 33) and (2.34) It follows that 
11 T(x, z)dx = 4 L na2n_1z2n-l 
-l n=l 
On the other hand from (2.30) we have 
11 z2n-l 11 T(x,z)dx = L (2n _ 1)1 T2n-1 (x)dx -1 n~l -1 
smce T2n(x) are odd polynomials. 
(2 34) 
(2 35) 
(2 36) 
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Comparing (2.35) and (2 36) and replacmg a2n-I by 2~;~;· we obtain 
1 11 B2n = 22n+I T2n-J(x)dx 
-I 
This proves Lemma 2 14 Now combmmg Lemma 2 14 with (2.27) and (2 28) we 
have Theorem 2.12 
Remark. As a corollary we have the following representatiOn of the Bernoulh 
number B2n as a sum of the fractiOns of the type 
B2n = 2!n ( ~0 + ~I + ; + . . + 2n k: 1) ' 
where the denommators are consecutive odd numbers and the numerators are the 
coefficients of the polynomials T2n_1(x) Companson with the formula (6 93) from 
the book [26]leads to the followmg relatiOn with the tangent numbers: 
11 2n+2 -I Tn(x)dx = 2n+l _ 1 Tn(O) (2 37) 
Let us look now at the properties of the elliptic Bernoulh numbers m the general 
case 
2.4.2 Properties of the elliptic Bernoulli numbers 
Proposition 2.15. The ellzptzc Bemoullz numbers sat'lSfy the followzng recurrence 
relatzon 
n-! ( 1)r B(n) 82 = (-1)n-1 (2n-1)1[B(n+I)w-(B(n+I)_B(n)).,]-(2n-1)1"' - r 82 2 
n n+J n n ., 6 (2n - 2r - 1) I n- " 
r=2 
where B~n) are the Halphen coefficzents. 
Indeed, mtegratmgbyparts, we have f(p(z)(n-I))2dx = (-l)n-I f p(z)<2n-2>p(z)dz, 
so 
(2 38) 
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Re-arrangmg the formula (2 15) gives 
(n) B(n) 
,_,(2n-2) = (2n _ 1)1[,.,n _ B2 ,_,(2n-6) _ _ ~,_,(2) _ B(n) ,., _ B(n)J 
"' "' (2n- 5)1"' ... 31 o" n-lo" n 
Multiplying the above formula by p(z) and taking the contour mtegral over a 
cycle g1ves 
B 2n = ( -1)n-l (2n; 1)1 [f pn+l(z)dz-f B~n>p(z)dz]-(2n-1)! ~ (2~ ~);:~n~) 1 B2n-2r 
(2 39) 
Usmg the relation Kn+l = f pn+l(z)dz = 2B~':r-t; 1 >w-2B~n+l)'T/ and f p(z)dz = -2'1/, 
we obtam the propos1twn. 
The recurrence relation m this propositwn can be cons1dered as an elliptic ana-
logue of the recurrence relatwn for the usual Bernoulh numbers: 
f (m+ 1)sJ = o, 
J=O J 
where (m71) are the bmom1al coefficwnts 
There IS another way to compute the elliptic Bernoulli numbers 1f we assume that 
we know already the integrals Kn Let us use the followmg very convement notation 
for a polynomial D(x) = I:;:,o d3xJ and a sequence K0 , K1,. , we define D[KJ as 
follows 
N 
D[K] := L dJKJ' 
J=O 
Let Dn(x) = xAn-l(x, 92, 93) = xA~-l (x, 0, 92, 93), where Ai; are the polynomials 
defined m Lemma 2.5 by the recurrence relatwn (2 11). Then from (2 38) we Imme-
diately have the followmg 
Proposition 2.16. The ellzptzc Bernoulh numbers can be expressed through Kn as 
follows· 
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Here are the first few elhptiC Bernoulh numbers 
1 3 2 
B2 = 1292w, 84 = -59aw + [;921'/, 
The speciallemmscat1c (93 = 0) and eqmanharmomc (92 = 0) cases can be seen 
stra1ght from here. 
Remark. In the class1cal case the coefficients of the Faulhaber polynomials 
Fm(A) can be computed usmg the property that m the correspondmg polynom1al 
Fm(x
2i'") = 2~ (B2m(x+ 1)- B2m) = x2m-l + 2~ (B2m(x)- B2m), all the coefficients 
of odd powers of x except x2m-l are zero (see [40]). Th1s IS related to the fact 
that the coefficients of the Bernoulh polynomials are proportiOnal to the Bernoulh 
numbers and all the odd Bernoulh numbers except B 1 = -1/2 are zero. A Simple 
check shows that this 1s not true m the elliptic case- already for Ff the coefficient 
at x
3 
m Ff(x2r) 1s 3921]- 293w wh1ch 1s of course zero 1f 92 = 9a = 0 but not m 
general. Th1s means that the elliptiC Bernoulh numbers do not play the same role 
in the elliptic case as they do m the usual one. 
It is worthy to mentwn that there IS another elhptic generahsation of Bernoulli 
numbers: the so-called Bernoullz-Hurwztz numbers BH2k [33, 38, 55). They are 
defined as 
where ck are the coefficients of the Laurent series of the Weierstrass p-functwn at 
zero. 
( 1 2 4 g:J Z) = 2 + C2Z + CaZ + ... 
z 
These coefficients ck satisfy the recurrence relatwn 
k-2 
Ck = (2k + 1~(k- 3) l; CmCk-m 
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for k ;:::: 4 with c2 = 92/20, c3 = 93/28 (see [2]), which can be easily established usmg 
the relatiOn p" = 6p2 - ~92 
The Bernoulli-HurwJtz numbers are related to the Halphen coefficients m the 
following way. Recall that the prmclpal part of a Laurent senes is the sum of the 
terms With negative powers. Since the prmciple part of p<2m) IS <~:,~1}', we have 
from the relatiOn (2.15) the followmg 
Proposition 2.17. The pnnc1pal part of the Laurent senes 
n ( 1 2 4 + )n f? = 2 + C2Z + C3Z .... 
z 
can be wntten m terms of Halphen coejfic1ents as 
( 1 2 4 _ 1 0 ne ne nC4+ n(n?-l)ci Smce z.- + C2Z + C3Z + ... · )n - z.-n + z2n-2 + ~ + z2n!6 + z2n-l! + 
ncs+;,~n-;~)c,c3 , this allows us to express the Bernoulli-Hurwitz numbers through 
the Halphen coefficients and VIce versa· Ban) = 1, Bin) = 0, 
B(n)_ n(n-1) 2 _ n(3n-1) _ n(3n-1)BH 4 - nc4 + 2 c2 - 2 c4 - 11520 s, 
(n) n n(lln- 8) 
B5 = nc5 + n(n- 1)c2c3 = J(lln- 8)c5 = 
1209600 
BHw 
Note that these expressiOns for B~n) are only valid when r < n 
Chapter 3 
Elliptic Bernoulli polynomials 
We introduce now another class of polynomials, which can be considered as an 
elliptic generalisatiOn of the odd Bernoulh polynomials B 2k+I(x). They are related 
to the quantum Euler top and to the classical Lame operator. 
Recall that for mteger s the Lame operator L. =-;;, +s(s+1)p(z), considered on 
the reallme shifted by the Imagmary half-penod, has exactly s gaps m Its spectrum 
The ends of the gaps are given by the zeroes of the Lame spectral polynomials 
R2s+I (E) (see sectiOn 1 2). 
Here we consider a related but different problem: we want to find explicit expres-
siOns for the coefficients bk of the Lame spectral polynomials R2s+I (E) = E 2•+I + 
biE2• + b2E 2•-I + .. · + b2• as functwns of s (and thus for all values of parameters). 
We show that m this relation naturally appear some new polynomials, generalising 
the odd Bernoulh polynomials. 
Note that once bk(s) are known fork= 0, 1, ... , 2s one can find the eigenvalues of 
the quantum Euler top in the representatiOn With spm s (mteger or half-mteger) by 
solving the correspondmg algebraic equation R2s+I (E) = 0. 
3.1 Lame equation and quantum Euler top 
The observation that the Lame equation is closely related to the quantum top was 
first made by Kramers and Ittmann [41] (see also [66]) who showed that the corre-
sponding Schroedmger equatiOn IS separable m the elliptic coordmate system and 
47 
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that the resultmg differential equatwns are of Lame form. 
More precisely, let us consider the quantum Ham1ltonian of the Euler top (see 
[43]) 
acting in the space of functwns on the umt sphere 
using the standard representatiOn of the components of the angular momentum as 
first order differential operators 
Mz = -z(q381- q183) 
Ma = -z(q182- qz8J). 
Let us introduce the ellzptzc (or sphero-conzcaD coordmates u1 , u2 on this sphere 
as the roots of the quadratic equatwn 
qf q~ q~ 
-....::=--. + + = 0, 
a1 - u az - u aa - u 
where the parameters a~, az, a3 are the same as m the top's Ham1ltoman. One has 
then the followmg expresswns for the cartes1an coordmates m terms of u1 , u2 : 
qf (a1- ul)(a1- uz) 
- (a1- az)(al- aa) 
q~ (az- ul)(az- Uz) (3 1) (az- al)(az- aa) 
q~ (aa- ul)(aa- Uz) (aa- a1)(a3- az) 
- - 2 The system has an obvious quantum mtegral ( Casnmr) M 2 = 2:, M, , wh1ch IS 
the square of the angular momentum operator. 
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One can check (see AppendiX D) that m the elliptiC coordinate system the operators 
fl and M2 have the form 
4 [) [) [) [) 
--[u2vf-P(ut)!:)( vf-P(ut)!:)) +Ut vf P(u2)!:)( vfP(u2)!:) )] 
Ut - U2 UUt UUt uU2 uU2 
il= 
(3 3) 
where P(u) = (u- at)(u- a2)(u- a3 ) Note that the operator M2 corresponds to 
the standard Laplac1an -D. on the umt sphere 
Smce M2 and fl commute, one can look for jomt e1genfunctwns. The spectral 
problem M2'1j; = 11'1/J IS well-known in the theory of sphencal harmomcs (see e g 
[51]). It IS known that the spectrum has the form Jl = s(s + 1) for non-negative 
integer values of s. The d1menswn of the correspondmg e1genspace V. IS 2s + 1 and 
V. is an meducible representation of dimension 2s + 1 of the rotation group 803 
called representatzon wzth spzn s, 
It turns out that the Jomt eigenvalue problem 
M2<jJ = s(s + 1)</J, 
flq, = E<jJ 
is separable m the elliptic coordmates ul> u2 (see [41, 66]) Namely, 1f we substi-
tute <P(u1 , u2) = <Pt(ui)rjJ2(u2) mto this system we find that each of the functiOns 
rPI ( ui), rP2 ( u2) satisfies the same differential equatwn 
I d I d (4[P(u)]'-([P(u)]' -d ) - s(s + l)u + E)'lj; = 0, du u 
which can be rewntten as 
A remarkable fact IS that this IS the algebraic form of the following slightly gen-
eralised versiOn of the Lame differential equation 
d2 
- dz2 7/J + s(s + l)p.(z)'lj; = E'lj; (3 5) 
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where ~.(z) IS a solutiOn of the differential equatiOn 
(3 6) 
Indeed, after the change of variables u = !J.(z) the equatiOn (3 4) comc1des with 
(3.5) (see [68]). 
When the sum a1 +a2 +a3 = 0 the equation (3 6) determmes the Weierstrass ellip-
tic functiOn ~(z) Otherwise It differs from It by addmg a constant It IS well-known 
(see e g. [16]) that for if; to be a regular solutiOn on the sphere the correspond-
ing if;, must be doubly-periodiC, which Implies that E must have one of the 28 + 1 
characteristic values Em ( 8) = E';' For each Em ( 8) there exists exactly one doubly-
periodiC solutiOn to the Lame equatiOn, which is (up to a factor) the Lame functiOn 
£';' ( u). Therefore the basis of the eigenfunctiOns of the operator fi m the m variant 
subspace V. consists of 28 + 1 solutiOns if;(ul> u2 ) of the form £;"(uJ)£;"(u2) They 
are sometimes called ellzp8ozdal harmonzcs (see [ 68]). 
Thus, we come to the followmg result [41, 66] 
Theorem 3.1. The charactenstzc polynomzal of the quantum top Hamzltonzan fi, 
m the representatwn space wzth znteger spzn 8 coznczdes wzth the Lame spectral 
polynomzal R2,+I(.A) = IT:::=o(>-- Em(8)) of the correspondzng generalzsed Lame 
equatzon (3.5}. 
Remark. A simple relatwn between the quantum Euler top and the Lame equa-
tion mentiOned above IS a b1t misleadmg. Indeed there are several spectral problems 
related to the Lame equatiOn. For example if we would consider x JUSt real without 
the 1magmary half-period shift, we would have a smgular version of the Lame op-
erator (smce ~.has poles on the reallme) whose spectrum has nothmg to do w1th 
the quantum top In 1ts turn, the quantum Euler top m the representatiOn w1th 
half-integer spin 8 has e1genvalues whiCh are JUSt some specml double e1genvalues of 
the penodic Lame operator wh1ch m this case has infinitely many gaps 
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3.2 Elliptic Bernoulli polynomials 
We define now the ellzptzc Bemoullz polynomzals B2k+1 (s) = B2k+! (s; 91, 92, 93) as 
the traces of the powers of fi., where fi. 1s as before the quantum top operator fi 
m the representation with spin s. 
(3.7) 
Here the parameters g1 = 4(a1 +a2+a3),92 = -4(a1a2+a2a3+a1a3),93 = 4ala2a3 
are defined by the relation 
Theorem 3.2. The trace of the k-th power of the quantum Euler top Hamzltonzan zn 
the representatwn wzth spzn s zs a polynomzal zn s of degree 2k + 1, antz-symmetrzc 
wzth respect to s = -!, and whose coefficzents are polynomzals zn 91,92,93 wzth 
ratwnal coefficzents When 92 = 93 = 0, these polynomzals reduce to the classzcal 
odd Bemoullz polynomzals up to a constant factor: 
9k 
B2k+I(s;91>0,0) = (2k + {)22k 1 B2k+I(s + 1). (3 8) 
Here are the first ell1pt1c Bernoulh polynomials, for k = 0 to k = 4 . 
B1(s) = 2s + 1, 
83(s) = 1~ 91 s(s + 1)(2s + 1), 
1 
Bs(s) = 2140 
+ 60 
1 
13144 
87(s) = + 1Fo 
+ 280 
1 
11p2o 
8g(s) = + 3r60 
+ 8410 
+ 1680 
912 s(s + 1)(2s + 1)(3s2 + 3s- 1) 
92 s(s + 1)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3), 
913 s(s + 1)(2s + 1)(3s4 + 6s3 - 3s + 1) 
9192 s(s + 1)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(6s2 + 6s- 5) 
93 s(s + 1)(2s- 3)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(2s + 5), 
914 
91292 
s(s + 1)(1 + 2s)(5s6 + 15s5 + 5s4 - 15s3 - s2 + 9s- 3) 
s(s + 1)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(5s4 + 10s3 - 5s2 - 10s + 7) 
s
2(s + 1)2(2s- 3)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(2s + 5) 9193 
922 s(s + 1)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(4s4 + 8s3 - lls2 - 15s + 21) 
The explic1t form of the next 3 ellipt1C Bernoulh polynomials can be found in 
appendix C. 
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To prove Theorem 3 2, consider the standard basis m V. consisting of the eigen-
vectors IJ > of M3: M3 [J >= J[J >, J = -s, -s + 1, ... s- 1, s In this basis, the 
Han~iltonian ii is a tri-diagonal symmetncal matrix H = H8 with the followmg 
elements (see e g Landau-LifshJtz [43], page 417) 
1 
< J[H[J >= 2(ai + a2)[s(s + 1) -/] + a3l, (3 9) 
1 
< J[H[J+2 >=< J+2[HIJ >= 4(a1-a2)y'(s- J )(s- J- 1)(s + J + 1)(s + J + 2). 
Note that both expressions are symmetncal with respect to s = - ~; they are also 
homogeneous polynomials of degree 1 in a1, a2 , a3 • Now, consider any diagonal 
element of Hk; It has the form 
where the distance between 2 consecutive indices z, Zt+J IS e1ther 0 or ±2 Smce the 
starting pomt and the endmg pomt comc1de, 1f the matriX element < zt[H[z1 + 2 > 
appears along the path so does the element < z1 + 2[H[z1 > Th1s proves that 
the d1agonal matriX elements of Hk are polynomials of degree 2k m both s and J. 
Moreover, from (3 9) they are symmetnc with respect to s = -! and homogeneous 
polynomials of degree kin a1, a 2, a3. Now summmg over J = -s, -s + 1, .. s- 1, s 
and takmg mto account that the sums of the odd powers of J are zero wh1le the sums 
of even powers 2l are the odd Bernoulh polynomials B21+I(s+1) (multiplied by 21~1 ) 
we have the first statement of Theorem 3 2 The anti-symmetry of B2k+I ( s) with 
respect to s = -~follows from the well-known property of the Bernoulh polynomials 
Bm(1- s) = (-1)mBm(s). The symmetry with respect to al> a2 , a3 is clear from the 
defimtion of the elhptJC Bernoulh polynomials (3 7). 
In the case when a1 = a2 = 0, we have 92 = 93 = 0, 91 = 4a3 and ii = a3Ml 
The spectrum of H. IS then very simple· )..3 = a3J 2 for J = -s, -s + 1,. , s- 1, s. 
Smce the sum I:~=l J2k = 2k~I B2k+1(s + 1), we thus obtam· 
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Th1s completes the proof. 
Note that from the pomt of view of the elliptic curve r g1ven by the equation 
2 4 3 2 Y = X - 91X - 92X- 93, 
the last case 92 = 93 = 0 corresponds to the limit when one of the penods of p.(z) 
goes to mfimty There are two more mteresting special cases: lemmscatlc, when 
91 = 93 = 0, and equianharmomc, when 91 = g2 = 0, correspondmg to the elhpt1c 
curves With additwnal symmetnes. 
It is natural also to consider the We1erstrass reductiOn g1 = 0, we will call the 
correspondmg polynomials Bf,;H(s,92,g3) = B2k+1(s;O,g2,g3) the reduced ellzptzc 
Bemoullz polynomzals 
Theorem 3.3. The ellzptzc Bemoullz polynomzal B2k+l ( s) has the followzng proper-
tzes 
1 as a polynomzal zn 9I. 92, 93, B2k+I ( s) zs homogeneous of wez9ht 2k, where the 
wez9hts of 91, 92 and g3 are assumed to be 2, 4 and 6 respectzvely 
2 B2k+I(s) fork 2 1 zs dzvzszble by s(s + 1)(2s + 1) 
3. zn the reduced caseBf,;+I(s) zs dzvzszble bys(s+1)(2s-1)(2s+1)(2s+3) for 
all k and by s(s + 1)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(2s- 3)(2s + 5) for all odd k 
4. zn the lemnzscatzc case B2k+I(s;O,g2,0) = 0 for all odd k 
5. zn the equzanharmonzc case B2k+I ( s; 0, 0, 93) = 0 zf k zs not dzvzszble by 3 
6. zn the zsotropzc case where a1 = a2 = a3 = a z e g1 = 12a, 92 = 12a2 and 
93 = 4a3, B2k+I(s) = ak(2s + 1)sk(s + 1)k. 
The proof of the first two claims follows from the defimtion and the anti-symmetry 
property of B2k+I(s) To prove the third one, consider the representatiOn With spm 
s =!·It IS easy to check that ii acts as the 2by 2 scalar matnx Ha1 +a2+aa)Id, 
whiCh IS zero m the reduced case. Therefore Bf,;H (!) = 0 for all k By anti-
symmetry w1th respect to s = -! we also have Bf,;H (-V = 0 
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For a half mteger s, we know from Kramers' theorem (see [43]) that the e1genvalues 
are no longer distinct but are double roots For the particular case s = 3/2, these 
eigenvalues take the values ±y'[3(ai +a~+ a~)/2] (see [43], page 419) therefore 
for all odd k, B~+I (3/2) = 0 and agam by anti-symmetry B~+I ( -5/2) = 0. The 
lemniscatic and equianharmomc cases follow from the first claim In the IsotropiC 
case fi, = as( s + 1 )Id, which Implies the last statement. 
In the general case the elliptic Bernoulh polynomials are not zero and their highest 
coefficients are descnbed by the followmg 
Theorem 3.4. The hz9hest term A0s2k+I of the ellzptzc Bernoullz polynomzal B2k+1 ( s) = 
A 0s2k+I + Ais2k + · + A2s can be wntten 
Aos2k+I = 21' Res CI[1(s2 - J 2 )~ + (as2 + (3/) + 1(s2 -/)CI]kdJ, (3.10) 
Indeed, for a large s and J the leadmg behavwur of the matrrx elements of fi IS 
A 1 
< JIHIJ >= 2(ai + a2)[s2 -/] + a3/ = as2 + (3/, 
A A 1 
< 1IHI1 + 2 >=< 1 + 2IHIJ >= 4(ai- a2)(s2 - J 2) = 1(s2 - 12). 
Therefore the leadmg term of the diagonal element < JIHkiJ > comc1des with the 
constant term of the Laurent polynomial [T(s2- J 2)~+ (as2+f3i)+!(s2 - J 2)~-I]k m 
the auxiliary variable ~· Replacmg the summation over J by the mtegratwn, which 
is correct m the leadmg order, we come to the formula (3 10) 
Note that from this formula the fact that the final result is a symmetnc functiOn 
of ab a2, a3 (and thus is a polynomial m 9I, 92, 93 ) is not obvwus at all 
Remark. From the quasi-classical arguments we can wnte the highest coefficient 
A 0 as the followmg mtegral over the umt sphere 
1 1 k 1 1 ( 2 2 2)k Ao = -2 H dn = -2 aiMI + a2M2 + a3M3 dn, 7r [M[2=I 7r [M[2=I (3.11) 
where df2 IS the area element on the umt sphere Thus the formula (3 10) gives an 
expressiOn for this integral. It would be mteresting to compare It with the calculatiOn 
of this integral usmg elliptic coordmates. 
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3.3 Effective way to compute the elliptic Bernoulli 
polynomials 
Although the defimt10n of the elhptic Bernoulh polynomials themselves g1ves a way 
to compute them as traces of powers of the g1ven matnces Hso it does not seem to 
be as effective as the followmg procedure based on the fact that the matriX H8 IS 
tn-d1agonal 
Indeed, m the standard basis of V. consisting of the e1genvectors IJ > of M3• 
M3 IJ >=JIJ >, J = -s,-s+1, .. s-1,s (see sectiOn3.2), the e1genvalue problem 
fhf; = >-.'lj; leads to the followmg difference equation· 
(3.12) 
where 
a1- a2. 1 
c,.(s) = 4 v (s- n)(s- n- 1)(s + n + 1)(s + n + 2), 
1 
Vn(s) = 2(a 1 + a 2)[s(s + 1)- n2] + a 3n2 
For such an equatiOn one can use the standard procedure (see e g. [18]) from the 
theory of soli tons to find the local spectral densities, which are difference analogues 
of the KdV densities discussed m chapter 2. In our case It works as follows 
Let Xn = ""~:*', then the equation (3.12) becomes 
c~-2 + (vn- >-.)xn-2 + XnXn-2 = 0 (3 13) 
We look for a solutiOn m the form Xn = ). - L::o Xn,kA -k SubstitutiOn of this 
expressiOn mto the equatiOn (3 13) gives Xn,o = Vn, Xn,l = c~_2 , Xn,2 = c~_2Vn-2, and 
for general k ;:::: 1 the recurrence relatiOn: 
k 
Xn,k+l = L Xn,1Xn-2,k-1• 
~=1 
(3 14) 
Let X = 2:%"=o Xn,kA -(k+I) so that Xn = >-.(1 - X) and log Xn = log>-. - 2::1 ·;:. 
Thus we have 
~Ink Jogxn -Jog>.=-~ ).k , 
k=I 
(3 15) 
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2 ~ ~ 2 ~ 
where In,! = Vn, In,2 = cn-2 + 'f, In,3 = "1i-2Vn-2 + VnCn-2 + 'f, ..... 
On the other hand one can check that fin ~ = IT m (1 - £f-) where Em = Em ( s) 
are the e1genvalues of H8 • Thus 
Comparing this with the equatwns (3.15), we obtam 
s 
Trii; = k Lin,k = k L In,k 
n n=-s 
Theorem 3.5. The ellzptzc Bernoullz polynomzals B2k+I = B2k+I(s) can be computed 
as 
s 
B2k+I = k L In,k, (3 16) 
n=-s 
where In,k are the local densztzes determzned by the relatzons {3.14, 3.15} 
This gives a very effective way to compute the elhpt1c Bernoulli polynmruals smce 
the local densities are polynomials in c~ and Vn (and hence m n) and thus the 
summatiOn over n can be done with the use of the standard Bernoulli polynomials 
We have apphed this procedure to find the first 9 elhpt1c Bernoulh polynomials usmg 
Mathematica 
3.4 Application: coefficients of the Lame spectral 
polynomials 
We Will consider again the generalised versiOn of the Lame equation (3 5). The 
coefficients bk = bk ( s) of the correspondmg Lame spectral polynomial 
2s 
R2s+I(E) =IT (E- E,(s)) = E 28+! + b1E28 + b2E2s-l +. + bkE2s-k+! + .. + b2s+! 
t=O 
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up to a sign are the elementary symmetric functiOns of the eigenvalues 
where ei(s) = 2::, E,(s), e2(s) = 2::,9 E,(s)E1 (s), e3 (s) = L:«J<k E,(s)E1 (s)Ek(s) 
The elementary symmetnc functions are related to power sums B2k+l ( s) = 2::, [ E, ( s JJk 
by the followmg well-known relatwns 
k 
kek = :L)-1)1 -iB2J+iek-1 
J=i 
with e0 = bo = 1 (see e g [45]) This implies the followmg. 
Theorem 3.6. The coefficzents bk of the Lame spectral polynomzal R2s+l (E) are 
related to the ellzptzc Bemoullz polynomzals B2J+1 by the recurrence relatzon 
The coefficzent bk zs a polynomzal zn s, g1, 92,93 wzth ratzonal coefficzents As a 
polynomzal zn s zt has degree 3k and zs dzvzszble by ( s + 1) s ( s - 1) . ( s - [ k;2]) 
The last part of Theorem 3 6 results from the properties of B2J+1 and the fact 
that bk = 0 for k > 2s + 1. 
One can apply this result also to the case of a half-mteger spm s: all the roots 
of the polynomial R2s+J(E) are then double and correspond to the doubly-penodic 
solutwns of the Lame equatwn. 
In the reduced case (g1 = 0) the degree of bk drops to [5;'] (fork> 1) Usmg the 
explicit form of the elliptiC Bernoul!i polynomials given m Appendix C one can find 
the first seven coefficients bk, which in reduced case are 
b2 = - 1~0 s(s + 1)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3), 
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b3 =-::os(s + 1)(2s- 3)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(2s + 5), 
2 
b4 = 20i~00 s(s -1)(s + 1)(2s -1)(2s + 1)(2s +3)(56s4 + 76s3 - 94s2 + 201s +630), 
bs = + 11~2:;00 s(s-1 )(s+ 1) (2s-3)(2s-1)(2s+ 1)(2s+3)(2s+5)(88s4+68s3-302s2+663s+ 1890), 
g2 
b6 = 2018d1600 (s- 2)(s -l)s(s + 1)(2s- 3)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(2s + 5) x 
(4576s5 + 12944s4 - 20720s3 + 48312s2 + 597150s + 779625)-
g3 
10378; 68000 (s- 2)(s- 1)s(s + 1)(2s- 5)(2s- 3)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)x 
(16016s6 + 89232s5 + 197160s4 + 544280s3 + 2033829s2 + 3858813s + 2619540), 
g2g 
24216
2
1; 2000 (s-3)( s-2) ( s-1 )s( s+ 1) (2s-5) (2s-3)(2s-1) (2s+ 1) (2s+3) (2s+5) x 
(32032s6 + 189072s5 + 463440s4 + 1682920s3 + 7301418s2 + 15249213s + 11351340) 
Chapter 4 
Density of states of Lame 
operators 
We apply now the theory of elliptiC Faulhaber and Bernoulh polynomials to compute 
the density of states for the Lame operators. The density of states IS one of the most 
Important notwns m the spectral theory of the Schrodmger operators with penodJC 
potential (see e g. [56]). In the finite-gap case, m particular for the Lame operator 
Ln = --£, + n(n + 1)p(x + w'), the density of states has the form 
(4 1) 
where Pn(E) = En+a1En-I+a2En-2 + .. +an for some coefficients a1, a2 ,. , an and 
R2n+I(E) = n::=o(E- Em) = I:i::::;l bkE2n+I-k IS the Lame spectral polynomial 
(see [14, 54] and the remark at the end of this chapter) We are going to explam 
how to find the coefficients ak as a function of n m terms of the elliptic Faulhaber 
polynomials and the coefficients of the Lame spectral polynomials found in sectwn 
3 4. 
Theorem 4.1. The coefficzent ak = ak(n) zn the numerator Pn(E) = En+a1 En-I + 
a2En-2 + · · · +an of the Lame denszty of states (4) zs a polynomzal zn n of degree 
[5;']. Its coefficzents are polynomzals wzth ratzonal coefficzents of g2, 93 and p = -~, 
homogeneous of wezght 2k, where the wezghts of p, 92, g3 are 2, 4, 6 respectzvely 
Let us start with the known results about the density of states for the Schrodmger 
operator L = - :J:, + u(x) on lR with real penod1c potential u(x) of penod T (see 
59 
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e g. (54, 56]). The spectrum of the operator LIS known to be contmuous and has a 
band structure with m general an infinite number of gaps Consider the restnctwn 
£(R) of L on ( -R, R), for R > 0, With Dirichlet boundary conditiOns at ±R. The 
spectrum of £(R) is then discrete. Denote the eigenvalues as En(L(R)) and define the 
zntegrated denszty of states N(E) as the limit 
N(E) = lim HEn(L(R) < E}, 
R~oo 2R 
where HEn(L(R)} IS the countmg function of the discrete spectrum of £(R) It IS 
known that such limit exists (see e g. [56]) and has the following asymptotic expan-
swn as E --+ oo 
N(E) = .fE _ 1 ~ Ik+![u] 
1r 21rTVE ~ (4E)k' (4 2) 
where h[u] = J;{ Tk(u, u,u2, .. , Uk-2)dx are the KdV integrals (2 2) evaluated over 
penod T. 
The denszty of states is defined as the denvative of the mtegrated density of states 
(E)= dN(E) P dE 
It is known (see (56]) that for a penodic potential u(x) the mtegrated density of 
states is related m a very simple way to the so-called quasz-momentum p(E) 
N(E) = p(E) 
7r 
(4 3) 
Recall that the quasi-momentum p(E) appears naturally m relatiOn to the Bloch 
(Floquet) solutwns of the Schrodmger equatiOn L'lj; = E'lj;. These solutiOns have the 
form 1/JE(x) = exp•v(E)x <,i>(x), where <P(x) is a periodic functiOn of penod T 
If u(x) is a fimte gap potential With n gaps then the denvative of the quasi-
momentum p(E) has the form (54] 
dp(E) 1 Pn(E) 
""dFJ = 2 V R2n+! (E) ' 
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where Pn(E) =En+ aiEn-I + a2En-2 + ... +an for some coefficients ah a2, .. , an 
and R2n+I(E) = rr;;,:0 (E- Em), where Eo, Eh .. , E2n are the end pomts of the 
spectrum mtervals of L. 
Thus in that case, the density of states has the followmg form 
Note that from (4 2) It has the followmg expanswn at mfimty 
1 1 ~ h[u] 
p(E)= VE+ VE~(2k-1)(4E)k. 21r E 1rT E k=I 
(4 4) 
(4.5) 
Consider the case of the Lame operator Ln = --£, + n(n + 1)p(x + w') The 
integrals h[u] are then the elliptic Faulhaber polynomials :F'f (.>..), where ).. = n(n2+1) 
and T = 2w Thus, the high-energy asymptotics for the densities of states of the 
Lame operator can be given m terms of the elliptic Faulhaber polynommls as follows 
).. = n(n+ 1) 
2 , 
(E)= 1 [ 2_~2k-1:F'f(.>..)J .>..=n(n+1) Pn 27rVE 1 + 2w ~ 22k I Ek , 2 
k=I 
(4 6) 
(4 7) 
Thus in principle, If we know all the Faulhaber polynomials then we know the 
density of states of the Lame operators Ln for all n. 
The most effective way to compute Pn(E) is to express first the coefficients bk of 
the Lame spectral polynomial using the elliptic Bernoulli polynomials m the reduced 
case gi = 0 (see sectwn 3 4) 
b2 = - 1~0n(n + 1)(2n- 1)(2n + 1)(2n + 3), 
b3 =-::0n(n + 1)(2n- 3)(2n -1)(2n + 1)(2n + 3)(2n + 5), 
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2 
b4 = 20i~00n(n-l)(n+ 1)(2n-1)(2n+ 1)(2n+3)(56n4 +76n3 -94n2 +20ln+630). 
Re-writmg the high energy asymptot1cs of the dens1ty of states of the Lame op-
erator Ln m the form 
and equatmg the coefficients term by term w1th the expansiOn ( 4 7) g1ves 
a
1 
= Fr'(>,) = _'!]_).. = _ 1J n(n + 1) 
4w w w 2 ' 
a2b2 3b~ a1b3 b4 7 F,f[,\] 
a4 =-2--S+-2-+2+28 w 
From th1s we find recurs1vely 
n(n+ 1) _ 
ai = 2 p, 
a2 =-:;a (n- 1)n(n + 1)(6 + 25n + 16n2), 
a3 =- 3~~0 (n-2)(n-1)n(n+1)(45+243n+247n2+64n3)-~~~ (n-2)(n-1)n2(n+1)2(27+16n), 
2 
a4 = 32i;600 (n-3)(n-2)(n-1)n(n+ 1)( -2520-12942n-10315n2+4565n3+6880n4+ 1792n5) 
- 1~~~0 (n- 3)(n- 2)(n- 1)n2(n + 1)2(600 + 563n + 128n2), 
where p = -~ 1s the average of p(x) over a period. Note that the coeffic1ent ak 1s 
diVIsible by (n + 1)n(n -1)(n- 2) . (n- k + 1), which IS related to the fact that Ln 
has n gaps for integer n All this implies Theorem 4 1 
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Thus the density of states of the Lame operator 
Pn(E) = 1 Pn(E)dE _ 1 En+ a1En-I + a2En-2 + +an 
27r J R2n+1 (E) 27r J E2n+l + b1E2n ... + b2n+1 
can be wntten, m prmc1ple, explicitly in terms of E, n, 92, 93 , g3 
For n = 1 the potential u( x) IS 2p( x) and 
E-1 E+p 1 E+p 
PI( ) - 27ry'E3-!IfE+9J; 27ry'(E+e1)(E+e2)(E+ea) 
For n = 2, u(x) = 6p(x) and 
For n = 3, u(x) = 12p(x) and 
One can see the explicit form of the coefficients a5 , a6 , a7 as well as p4 (E) and 
p5(E) m AppendiX B Our results agree With Belokolos-Enolski and Takemura 
calculatiOns [7, 57], who used a modified versiOn of the classical approach to this 
problem ongmated by Knchever m his paper [42] 
Remark. The differential p(E)dE = 2~ ;;;~~~~E) has a simple algebro-geometnc 
meanmg: It IS an Abehan differential w1th a second order pole at mfimty normalised 
by the conditiOn that all the periods over gaps (b-penods) are zero (see [14, 54]). 
This means that once the equatiOn of the spectral curve IS known one can find 
the coefficients of the numerator by solving a lmear system of equatwns with the 
coefficients being some standard hyperelhpt1c mtegrals on this curve From our 
results It follows that m the Lame case these coefficients can actually be expressed 
polynomially m terms of the standard ellzptzc integrals and the parameters 92, 93 of 
the elliptic curve definmg the potential This is of course related to the reductzon 
problem for the Lame spectral curves (see [7, 17, 57]). 
Part II 
Periodic continued fractions and 
hyperelliptic curves 
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The usual continued fraction expansiOns of real numbers 
1 
ao + 1 
a,+ a2+ 
have been known essentially smce Euclid but the termmology "contmued fractwns" 
was mtroduced by John Walhs m the 17th century only 
Throughout the 19th century continued fractwns have been used to represent 
analytic functwns In h1s book [67] H S. Wall lists contmued fraction expansiOns for 
many special functwns, in particular as J-fractwns 
A very mteresting applicatiOn of continued fractions m the theory of ell1pt1c mte-
grals was found by Abel and Chebyshev [11], [12] For a more recent result m th1s 
d1rectwn we refer to a recent paper [62] We would hke to mentwn also a note by 
Jacob1 [37] who used the ell1pt1c functwns to find exphc1tly the contmued fractwn 
expanswn of a functwn of the form J+;jR, where R IS a polynomial of degree at most 
four. 
The mam obJect of our investigation is the followmg contmued fractwn, wh1ch we 
call an a-fractzon· 
A- a 1 
rj; = bo + >. = [bo, b,, . . , ]a, b,+~ (4 8) 
b2+ •• 
where a= (a,), a, E IC IS a given sequence, b, are arb1trary complex numbers, and 
>. IS a formal parameter. Th1s kind of fractwn appears m the theory of mtegrable 
systems, m particular m the theory of the penod1c dressmg cham [65] 
We examme a spec1al case of N -perwdzc a-fractzons 
(4 9) 
when the sequences a, and b, are periodic w1th penod N 
a,+N =a., bz+N = b, for all z :::: 1 
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In the particular case when bN = b0 we have if;= [b0 , b1, . , bN-I]a, which we call 
a purely N-perwdzc a-fractwn. 
We restnct our study to the case of odd period N = 2g + 1 We also assume that 
all the parameters a, are d1stmct. 
We will discuss the followmg questiOns 
Question 1. WhiCh algebraic functiOns admit N-penod1c a-fraction expansiOns? 
Question 2. How many such expansions may exist for a given algebraic functiOn 
and how do we find them? 
Question 3. What IS the geometry of the set of functiOns which admit penod1c 
a-fractiOn expansiOns? 
We Will show that the answers are closely related to the classical theory of hyper-
elliptJc curves. 
• 
Chapter 5 
Periodic a-fractions 
Consider a N-penodiC a-fractiOn of penod N = 2g + 1 
(5 1) 
Because of penodicity we can wnte formally (5.1) as 
"'- b >..- ai 
'1'- o+ >." 
bi + b,+ 
which Imphes a quadratic relatiOn 
A(.\)1? + 2B(>..)cj; + C(>..) = 0, (52) 
where A, B, Care certam polynomials m>.. with coefficients polynomially dependmg 
on b,. Thus to any periodic a-fraction (5.1), there corresponds an algebraiC functiOn 
</!(>..) = -B(>..) + .JRW 
A(>..) , (53) 
where 
R(>..) = B(>..) 2 - A(>..)C(>..) (54) 
67 
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IS the discnminant of (5.2). In that case we w1ll say that (51) IS a perwdzc a-
fractwn expanszon of the algebraic function (5.3) from the hyperelhptic extensiOn 
IC( >., ,jR():j) of the field ofrational functiOns IC( .X). 
Recall that a polynomial R of degree N 1s a-admzsszble 1f 
(5 5) 
where ~(.X) = n;;:,l (.X- a,) and S(.X) IS some polynomial of degree g or less, where 
as before N = 2g + 1 
A polynom1al1s called monzc 1f its highest coefficient is 1 and antz-monzc 1f it 1s 
equal to -1 Note that a-adm1ss1ble polynomials Rare automatically momc. 
Theorem 5.1. The algebrazc functwns ,P(.X) admzttzng an N-perzodzc a-fractwn 
expanswn have the form {52, 53} wzth the polynomzals A, B, C satzsfyzng the fol-
lowzng condztwns 
1. deg B::; g, A( .X) and C(.X) are monzc and antz-monzc polynomzals of degree 
g and g + 1 respectzvely 
2. the dzscrzmznant R(.X) = B 2 - AC zs a-admzsszble. 
Conversely, for an open dense subset of such trzples (A, B, C) the correspondzng 
functzon (5.3) has exactly two N-perzodzc a-fractzon expanszons. The correspondzng 
b, are ratzonal functzons of both the coefficzents of A, B, C and the parameters a., 
and can be found by an effectzve matrzx factorzsatwn procedure 
We see that (at least formally) tjJ 1s a fixed point of the fractwnallmear transfor-
matiOn 
(5 6) 
w1th bj., = bN- b0 and ak =A- ak, k = 1,., N The function s(,P) can be wntten 
as s( <P) = ~~=::!~:, where the quantities Pk, Qk are determined by the standard 
recurrence relatwns (see e g. ( 67], page 14): 
p_l = 1, Q_l = 0, 
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Po = bo, Qo = 1, 
fork<N-1and 
Thus we have 
if;= PN-lcP + PN 
QN-lcP + QN' 
which can be wntten as a quadratic equation 
(58) 
(5.9) 
It IS easy to see from the recurrence relations that Pk and Qk are polynomials m ..\ 
of the form 
Q2k = ..\k + .. ' Q2k-l = (bl + b3 + . + b2k-l)..\k-l + .. ' 
for k ::; g and Q2g+l = (b1 + b3 + + b29_1 + b29+1 - b0)..\9 + .. , where the dots 
denote the lower degree terms. From (59) we have 
C(..\) = -PN(..\). (5 10) 
Thus the polynomial A 1s momc of degree g and C is ant1-momc of degree g + 1. 
The polynomial B has degree g or less and the coef!icJent f3 of Its highest term {3..\9 
is 
N 
f3 = -bo + ~ L(-1)k+lbk. 
k=l 
Let us now show that the d1scnminant R = B 2 - AC is a-admissible We have 
1 ( 2 1 )2 R = 4 QN- PN-d + PNQN-1 = 4(PN-1 + QN + PNQN-1- PN-!QN. 
We claim that 
N 
PNQN-1- PN-!QN =IT(..\- a,) 
t=l 
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Indeed, the determmant 
I = I bNPN-J + aNPN-2 PN-J I = bNQN-! + aNQN-2 QN-! 
Since N is odd, 
PN-! PN-2 
QN-! QN-2 
N 
a1 = IT (.X - a,) = Q! 
'l=l 
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Now by takmg S(.X) = PN-~+QN, whiCh IS a polynomial of degree g or less, we see 
that R(.X) = 82 + '2!, so R is a-adrmss1ble. Th1s proves the first part of Theorem 5 1 
in the penod1c case 
To prove the second part let us introduce the followmg matnx 
M(>-) = [ 1 bo ] [ 0 .X- a 1 ] 
0 1 1 bl [ 
0 A- aN] 
. 1 b'fv ' (5 11) 
with b'fv = bN- b0 One can check that 1t can be rewritten also as 
M = [ bo A- a1 ] [ bN-! A- aN ] [ 1 b'fv ] 10 .. 1 0 01 (5.12) 
The followmg Lemma explams Its Importance for our problem 
Lemma 5.2. Vector ( f ) wzth <jJ = [b0 , bb ... , bN-b bN]a zs an ezgenvector of the 
matnx M(.X). 
The proof follows from the fact that <jJ IS a fixed pomt of the fractiOnal lmear 
transformation (5.6) The product of matrices (5.11) corresponds to the representa-
tion of s(<jJ) as a superpos1t10n s0os1 o· · ·osN(</J), where s0(<jJ) = b0+</J, sk(tP) = ~;:$ 
fork= 1,2, ... ,N -1 and sN(tP) = ~~~~-
Let T(.X) = !tr M be half of the trace of the matrix M(.X), wh1ch 1s a polynomial 
of degree g or less. Note that the determinant of M IS equal to -Q! = - n:l (.X -a,) 
as 1t follows Immediately from (5.11). 
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Lemma 5.3. The matm; (511} has the form 
[ 
T(>.) - B(>.) -C(>.) ] 
M(>.) = A(>.) T(>.) + B(>.) ' (5 13) 
where (A, B, C) '!S the a-tnple of polynomzals correspondmg to if> The dzscnmmant 
R = B 2 - AC equals to T 2 + Q( 
Indeed 
where Pk, Qk are defined above by (5.7) Now the first claim follows from the 
relatwns (5 10). Takmg the determmant of both s1des of (5.13) we have -Q! = 
T 2 - B 2 + AC, which lffiphes B 2 - AC = T 2 + Q!. 
Now we need the following result on the factonsatwn of such matnces Th1s kmd 
of problem often appears in the theory of d1screte mtegrable systems (e.g. [4] and 
[50]). 
Proposition 5.4. Let M(>.) be a polynomzal matm; of the form (5.13}, where A zs a 
monzc polynomzal of degree g, C zs an antz-monzc polynomzal of degree g+ 1, T and 
B are polynomzals of degree g or less Assume also that det M(>.) = - rr::l (,\-a,). 
Then for an open dense set of such M there exzsts a unzque factonsatwn of the form 
We descnbe the procedure which allows to find b, umquely assummg at the be-
ginmng that the factonsatwn exists. 
Cons1der the transpose MT of the matnx M. For ,\ = a 1 the matrix MT(>.) is 
degenerate (smce det MT(>.) = det M(>.) = - rr::l (>.-a,)). Find the null-vector 
e1 = ( ~: ) of MT(ai), which is by defimtion any non-zero vector such that 
(5 14) 
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or exphc1tly 
It must satisfy the relatwn 
smce all other factors are non-degenerate when A = a 1 This determmes b0 umquely 
as 
bo = T(at)- B(ai) = C(at) 
A(a1) T(a1 ) + B(at) · (5 15) 
Consider now the matriX M1 = [ ~0 A~ a 1 ] -i M(A). It is polynomial m A 
because of the followmg elementary· 
Lemma 5.5. Let M be the polynom1al matnx, A = a be a s1mple root of 1ts determl-
nantande= (!b) beanullvectoroJMT(a) 
1s polynomwl. 
[ 
b A ] -i Then the matriX 1 ~a M(A) 
[ 
X(A) Y(A) ] 
Indeed, let M = Z(A) W(A) then 
[ 
b A- a ] -I [ Z(A) 
1 0 M(A) = X(>t:.~(-\) W(A) ] Y(-\)-bW(-\) 
-\-a 
From MT(a) [ !b ] = 0 It follows that A= a is a root of the polynomials X(A)-
bZ(A) and Y(A)- bW(A). Therefore these polynormals are divisible by A- a, which 
proves the claim. 
Repeat now the procedure by takmg A = a 2 and so on. After N steps we will 
come to the following polynomial matnx With determmant 1 
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To complete the proof of PropositiOn 5.4 we need to show that MN is of the form 
[ ~ bf] 
[ 
ao>..9 + >..9+1 + ] Recall that the matriX M(>..) IS of the form >..9 +. : · do>..9 +. . : , where 
the dots mean terms of lower degree, and the coefficients ao and do may be zero. 
h h M( ') [ b1 >.. -0
a2 J -I [ b
1
o >.. -
0
a1] -IM(') It is easy to show t at t e matrix 2 " = 1 " 
. [ a2>..9- 1 + 
IS of the form >..9_1 +. 
)..9+ ] 
d ,9_1 · and by mduct10n M2k(>..) IS of the 2/\ + ... 
).,9-k+1 + ] 
dk>..9-k + · : . Therefore the matnx MN- 1 is of the form 
[ a19 >..+c] h d Th . M [bN-1 >..-aN]-1M d9 w ere a9, c, 9 are constant e matriX N = 1 0 N -1 
equals to [ a,-L_, 
A "'N 
A+c-~~- 1 d, ] • Since MN is a polynomial matnx, we have a9 = 
A ON 
bN-1 and bN_1d9 - c =aN Thus MN has the reqmred form. 
We see that the procedure will not work only 1f at some stage the first component of 
the null vector of M'{(ak+I) vamshes. Clearly this happens only for a closed algebraic 
subset of codJmensJOn 1, so for generic tnples (A, B, C) the matnx decompositiOn 
eXIsts and IS unique This completes the proof of PropositiOn 5 4. 
Now we are ready to fimsh the proof of Theorem 5 1 in the periodic case Let 
(A,B,C) be an a-tnple, then by definitiOn there exists a polynomialS of degree 
g or less such that the d1scrimmant R = B 2 - AC is equal to S2 + 21 Clearly the 
polynomial S is defined up to a Sign. Consider two correspondmg matnces M given 
by (5 13) with T(>..) = ±S(>..). Each of them genencally has a umque factonsat10n 
given by Proposition 5.4 One can easily check that this gives two N-penod1c a-
-B(A)+VRW fractiOn representations of the correspondmg functiOn </>(>.) = A(~ and thus 
completes the proof m this case 
Chapter 6 
Purely periodic a-fractions 
Let now if>= [bo, b~, . . , bN-I]a be a purely periodic a-fractiOn. Tills IS a particular 
case of the previous situation With b0 = bN But smce the correspondmg biv -
bo- bN = 0, this case IS actually degenerate and needs special consideration. 
Theorem 6.1. The algebrazc functzons if>(>.) admzttzng a purely N-perzodzc a-fractzon 
-B(>.)+.JRW" 
expanszon have the form if>(>.) = A(~ wzth the polynomzals A, B, C satzsfy-
zng the followzng condztzons · 
1. deg B :<::; g, A(>.) and C(>.) are monzc and antz-monzc polynomzals of degree 
g and g + 1 respectzvely 
2. the dzscrzmznant R(>.) = B 2 - AC zs a-admzsszble 
3. C(aN) = 0 
Conversely, for an open dense subset of such trzples (A, B, C) the correspondzng 
-B(>.)+VJlW functzon if>(>.)= A(~ has an unzque N-perzodzc a-fractzon expanszon. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5 1 First of all as before, if> satisfies 
the relatwn 
if>- PN-Iif> + PN 
- QN-Iif>+QN' 
where Pk, Qk satisfy the relations (5.7), but now because biv = 0 we have 
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Now from (5 10) we have 
Since QN-I and PN_2 are momc tills shows that A, B, C satisfy the property (1) of 
Theorem 6.1 w1th the additwnal condJtion (3) C(aN) = 0 The proof of the second 
property (a-admiss1b1hty of R) goes unchanged. 
Now as m the previous case m order to find the purely penod1c a-fractwn one 
should factorise the matriX 
M(>.) _ [ T(>.) - B(>.) 
- A(>.) -C(>.) ] T(>.) + B(>.) 
as the product 
[ bo A- 0<1 ] [ bN-1 A- O!N ] 1 0 . . 1 0 
The mam d1fference IS that m the purely period1c case, the trace T(>.) of the matnx 
M(>.), which was known before only up to a s1gn, now 1s determmed umquely by 
the cond1t10n 
(6 1) 
Indeed T(aN) = !(PN-I(aN )+QN(aN)) = ~(PN-I(aN )) = -B(aN) smce QN(aN) = 
0 If B(aN) f 0, wh1ch 1s a generic case, this determines T(>.) umquely (and thus 
the matnx M) by a tnple (A, B, C) Th1s completes the proof of Theorem 6 1. 
Example. Consider the Simplest case N = 1, g = 0. Then the a-tnples have the 
form 
A= 1, B = /3, C = -(>. + 1) 
with arbitrary /3, 1 E IC 
In the penodic case the corresponding q, has the general form 
(6 2) 
In this particular case, tjJ = [b0 , bi]a satisfies the quadratic equatwn 
</J2 + (bi - bo)<P- (>.- ai + bobi) = 0, 
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where br = bi - b0• Thus to find a periodic continued a-fractiOn expansiOn of (6 2) 
one should solve the system of equatiOns 
(6 3) 
which has two solutiOns 
One can easily check that these two solutiOns correspond to the two solutwns of the 
factorisatiOn problem from the previOus section 
In the purely penodic case the additiOnal conditiOn C( ar) = 0 implies 1 = -a I 
and the general form of cp IS 
(6 4) 
In that case we have also that br = bi - b0 = 0, so the system (6.3) reduces to just 
one equation b0 = -2/3, which determmes the purely penodic a-fraction expansion 
of (6.4) umquely m agreement with our prevrous consideration. 
Chapter 7 
Birational action of z2 X s N 
A surprismg corollary of Theorem 5 1 is the invariance of the set of N-periodrc 
a-fractions under the permutatiOns a E SN of the set a· 
a(a)k = O<u(k)· 
Th1s IS not obvious from the very beginnmg and m fact IS not true in the purely 
penodic case 
In this chapter we explam how to use thrs symmetry to descnbe all 2N! pen-
odJc a-fractiOns for a grven algebraic function 1> We are gomg to show that the 
correspondmg symmetnc group IS the product G = 2:2 x SN. 
To show thrs, consider the followmg permutatiOn 1r E SN, which reverses the 
order all a2, ... , aN-I> aN to aN, aN-!, • , a 2, a 1 and the mvolutrons ak swappmg 
ak and ak+b where k = 1, .. , N- 1 
Define the actiOn of ak on b = (b,), ~ = 0, .. , N wrth bk # 0 as follows 
(7 1) 
the rest of b, remam the same Th1s determmes the actron of the symmetnc group 
SN smce the ak generate It. The generator ~ of Z2 simply mterchanges the two 
drfferent a-fraction expaJJsions of Theorem 5.1 To descnbe the actwn of 2:2 It IS 
enough to describe the action of the involutiOn m E G, which turns out to be qmte 
simple 
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Now the action of the group G is descnbed by the followmg 
Theorem 7.1. The formulae {7 1} and {7.2} define a bzratzonal actzon of the group 
G = Z2 x S N on the set of N -perzodzc a-fractzons. Its orbzts conszst of all2N! posszble 
perzodzc a-fractzon expanszons for a gzven a-trzple (A, B, C) and any permutatzon 
of the parameters a, 
In the purely perzodzc case the symmetrzc group zs broken down to SN-i generated 
byuk wzth k= 1, . . ,N -2 gzven by {71}. 
Let us start w1th the actiOn of ak first. One can check directly the followmg matnx 
1dent1ty 
lm!larly 10r k = N -1 we have 
1
-S , [ bN 2 .>..-
0
aN-i ] [ bN
1
-i .>.. -
0
aN ] [ 
0
1 bN -
1 
bo ] 
[ b~-2 ).. - 0 aN ] [ b~-i ).. - ~N-i ] [ ~ bN ~ bo ] Takmg mto account the re-
sults of the prevwus sectiOn we see that the actwn of uk is mdeed g1ven by the 
formula (7.1). Note that this action preserves the trace of the monodromy matriX 
M(.>..) which fixes one of the two possible chmces for ak. 
To prove the remammg part of Theorem 7 1 recall that cp = [b0 ; b1, . , bN_1, bN]c. 
is a fixed pomt of the fractiOnal linear transformatiOn (5.6), and therefore 1t 1s a 
fixed pomt of its mverse, wh1ch as one can eas1ly check IS g1ven by 
Thus 
IS a periodic a-fractiOn correspondmg to the sequence n(a) =aN, , a 1, a 0• 
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Now note that the trace of the correspondmg matrix (5 12) is equal to PN-l +QN = 
(b1 + b2 + · · · + bN )A9 + . (m the notatwns of the prevwus sectwn) If we replace 
bl> ... , bN by -bN-1> . , -bl> -bN its highest coefficient clearly changes sign This 
means that the new penodic a-fraction (7.3) corresponds to the actwn of the element 
m E G. Since m and ak generate the group G we have descnbed the full actwn 
In the purely penodw case because of the additional condition C( aN) = 0 the 
symmetnc group is reduced to SN-1> permutmg a, w1th z = 1, . , N -1 This group 
is generated by ak w1th k = 1, .. , N- 2 w1th the actwn given by the same formula 
( 7 1) Theorem 7.1 is proved 
Example. Let N = 3, g = 1, a = (1, 3, 4) and 
rj; = 3x- 7 + v'4x3 - 31x2 + 62x + 1 
2(x- 6) 
We have A(x) = x- 6, B(x) = -H3x- 7), C(x) = -x2 + 4x- 2 and R(x) = 
1{4x3 - 31x2 + 62x + 1) = (x27 ) 2 + (x- 1)(x- 3)(x- 4) IS a-admiSSible 
To each permutation of the sequence (1,3,4) we have the followmg two penod1c 
contmued a-fractwn representatwns of rj;: 
1 6 5 8 
r/J = (3j -5, 3' 15h,4,1 = [-1; -1, 2, -2b,I 
1 6 15 3 
if;= [-2,-5'6'-10]4,3,1 = [-2,-1,3,-3]4,3,1 
1 15 1 5 7 
rj; = [-2, -2, 6' 2]4,1,3 = [-2, -3, 3, -3]4,1,3 
Chapter 8 
Relation with the affine 
hyperelliptic J acobi varieties 
In this section we discuss the geometric aspects of the penod1c a-fractwns. Let us 
first note that stnctly speaking a functiOn 
if;(>..)= -B(>..) + y'R[5:j 
A(>..) 
is not a function of >.. E C, but a functiOn on the correspondmg hyperellipt1c curve 
r(R) g1ven by the equation 
/12 = R(>..) (8 1) 
Tlus curve has a natural involutwn r (>..,11)--> (>.., -11), mterchangmg the branches 
of the square root. 
Let us fix now an a-adm1ss1ble polynomial R( >..) and assume that all 1ts roots are 
d1stmct, so that the correspondmg hyperelhptic curve rR IS non-smgular and has 
genus g. Let us ask the followmg natural questwn. wluch functwns on rR adm1t 
penodic a-fractwns? Accordmg to Theorem 5.1 the vanety of such functions 1s 
b1rationally equivalent to the vanety M]l of the tnples of polynomials (A, B, C) 
such that 
A(>..) = ).9 + ... , C(>..) = ->..9+1 + ... , deg B :s; g, (8 2) 
satisfymg the relatwn 
B2 (>..) - A(>..)C(>..) = R(>..) (8 3) 
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The tnples satisfymg cond1t10ns (8 2) form an affine space IC39+2 , wh1le the relatiOn 
(8 3) is eqmvalent to 2g + 1 algebraiC equatiOns on the coefficients of A, B, C Thus 
Mn is an affine algebraic vanety. 
We cla1m that Mn 1s nothmg else but the product J(rR)aff x IC, where J(rR)aff 
1s the affine part of the Jacob1 variety of the correspondmg hyperellipt1c curve (8 1). 
Let us denote Mn the subvanety of Mn g1ven by the add1t10nal cond1t10n C(aN) = 0 
We have the followmg· 
Theorem 8.1. There exzsts a bzJectzon between the set Mn and the extended affine 
Jacobz varzety J(rR)aff x IC The correspondzng algebrazc functzons (53) can be 
characterzsed as meromorphzc functzons 1 E L(D + Poo) on rR wzth the non-speczal 
pole dzvzsors D + P 00 and wzth 1 ~ ../). at znfinzty 
In the purely perzodzc case under the assumptzon that R( aN) # 0 there exzsts a 
natural2: 1 map from the set Mn to J(rR)aff. The correspondzng 1 from L(D+Poo) 
are fixed by the condztzon that one of the two values of 1( aN) zs zero 
The proof 1s essentially due to Jacob1 [36], who found the followmg elementary 
descriptiOn of the hyperelhptw Jacob1 vanety We follow here Mumford's lectures 
[52] 
The affine Jacob1 vanety J(rR)aff IS defined as the set of the positive diVIsors D = 
P1 + · · · + P9 , where P1, . . , P9 are pomts on the affine curve (8 1) (not necessanly 
distmct) such that P, # r(P;) for any z # J. 
Consider the followmg Jacobz trzples (U, V, W) of polynomials m ,\, where U and 
W are monic polynom1als of degree g and g + 1 respectively, and V 1s a polynomial 
of degree less than or equal to g - 1, such that the followmg relatiOn IS sat1sfied 
V 2(,\) + U(-X)W(-X) = R(,\). (8 4) 
We denote the correspondmg variety NR. 
Theorem (Jacobi). There zs a natural bzJectzon between the set NR of the Jacobz 
trzples and the affine Jacobz varzety J(rR)aff. 
We sketch here the proof, which 1s actually not difficult. Let D = P1 + · · · + P9 
be a d1v1sor from J(rR)aff. Let us assume at the begmmng that all pomts P, ErR 
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are distinct. We would hke to associate w1th D a Jacob1 tnple (U, V, W) This can 
be done as follows 
Let (J.l., >.,) be the coordmates of the pomts P. Then the polynomml U 1s defined 
as 
g 
U(>.) = rr (.>.- >.,). 
1=1 
The polynomial V is defined by the Lagrange mterpolation formula from the condi-
tiOns V(>.,) = J.l., z = 1, . , g as 
(note that by assumptions all .>., are distinct). Now W IS defined uniquely by the 
relatwn (8 4). It IS a polynomial because, by constructiOn, R - V2 vanishes at 
all the zeroes of U(>.). If some of the pomts P, collide one should use a natural 
generalisation involvmg also the derivatives of the polynomial V(>.) (see [52] for 
deta1ls). This defines a natural map from J(rR)aff to NR 
The inverse map IS also qmte natural the .>.-coordmates of P, are g1ven by the 
zeroes of U ( >.) wh1le the J.l-coordmates are the values of the polynomial V at these 
zeroes. The fact that the corresponding points P. belong to r R follows from the 
relation (8 4) 
Now let us return to our set Mn. To every Jacob1 tnple (U, V, W) and complex 
number (3 E C we can relate a umque a-triple (A, B, C) defined by 
(8 5) 
Indeed 
Conversely, for a g1ven a-tnple (A, B, C) there eXJsts a umque pair ((U, V, W), (3) 
where (3 1s the coefficient of ).9 m B and 
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U = A, V = B - (JA, W = -C + 2(JB - (32 A (8 6) 
is a J acobi tnple. 
In the purely periodic case we have a well-defined 2 · 1 map f MJi -> J(fR)aff 
defined by the same formulae (8 5). Indeed for a given Jacob1 tnple (U, V, W) 
there are generically 2 a-tnples (A, B, C) given by (8 6), where fJ must satisfy the 
quadratic equation 
so that fJ =- V("'Nb~;!Jf0 if U(aN) ~ 0 or fJ = ;t\~:j If U(aN) = 0 and V( aN)~ 
0. Note that If both U(aN) = 0 and V(aN) = 0, then R(aN) = 0 wh1ch we have 
excluded. 
In other words, to any divisor of degree g of the form D = 2.::?~ 1 P,, we construct 
the polynomial A(>.) in the same way as U(>.) The condition C(aN) = 0 Implies 
that B(aN) = ..jR(aN), which means that the polynomial B(>.) IS now reqmred 
to pass through the g points P. plus the additiOnal pomt P(aN, ..jR(aN)) ErR 
Genencally there are two such pomts depending on the ch01ce of square root, which 
determmes the correspondmg B(>.) and thus the a-triple umquely 
Conversely, to any a-triple (A,B,C) With C(aN) = 0 we can assocmte a diVIsor 
D and a pomt p E rR such that A(P) =aN, where A : rR -> IC IS the projectiOn 
defined by A(>., p,) = >. 
Let us discuss now the corresponding meromorph1c functiOns if; on r R 
Let D = P1 + ... P9 , P, E f'Jf! be a positiVe non-special divisor, and L(D + Poo) 
be the correspondmg lmear space of meromorph1c functwns with poles at most 
at PI> .. , P9 and Poo It has dimension 2. Indeed by the classical Rzemann-Roch 
theorem [27] 
where fl(D + Poo) is the lmear space of holomorph1c 1-forms won rR With zeroes at 
PI> .. , P9 and P00 • Any holomorph1c 1-form on the hyperellipt1c curve rR has the 
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form 
P(>..)d>.. 
W= 
v'RW 
where P(>..) is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to g- 1. Since D IS non-
special, such w must be Identically zero so that dim!l(D + Poo) = 0 and dimL(D + 
Poo) = 2. 
Consider the functions from the hnear space L(D + Poo) whiCh are eqmvalent to 
V5.. at infimty; these functwns differ from each other by the additiOn of a constant 
One can easily see that, up to this freedom, they have the form ( 5 3) given by the 
Jacobi constructiOn above Note that the formulae (8 5) correspond to the shift 
rp -.. rp + fJ In the purely periodic case, rp has a zero at one of the two pomts of r R 
where >.. = aN, which reduces the shift to two values This completes the proof of 
Theorem 81 
Summary and perspectives 
Let us summarize first the main results of the thesis. 
• Two elliptic versiOns of the Bernoulii polynomials Bn(x) dependmg on the 
parity of n are mtroduced and mvestJgated. The results arc applied to the 
computatiOn of the densities of states of the classical Lame operators. 
• A theory of a new class of periodic continued fractiOns (a-fractiOns) IS de-
veloped in relation with the classical theory of hypereliiptiC curves and their 
J acob1 varieties 
We find remarkable that the even and odd Bernoulii polynomials have elliptic gener-
alisations which are qmte different m form but at the same time have a very similar 
origm Indeed both of them come from the trace of the resolvent 
• (J.Ll- L.)-1 in the elliptiC Faulhaber case, 
• (J.Ll- fi.)- 1 in the elliptic Bernoulii case, 
and L. and fi. are closely related (see sectiOn 3.1) 
We believe that these polynomials are very important and deserve further inves-
tigation We mentiOn only some of the natural questions still to be answered. 
The coefficients of the classical Faulhaber polynomials are known to have alter-
nating signs (see [40]). We conJecture that the same IS true for the reduced elliptic 
Faulhaber polynomials More precisely, recall that in the We1erstrass form these 
polynomials have the form :F;: =Am(>., 92, 93)w +Em(>.; 92, 93)17, where 
Conjecture 1 ([29]). The coefficzents of the polynomzals Ak~)(>.) and Bk7)(>.) have 
altematzn9 sz9ns. 
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For the first 8 polynomials one can check this from the1r exphc1t form given m 
the appendiX A. But th1s property does not hold m the general case, see e g :F4 m 
Chapter 2 An ideal proof would be to find a combmatorial mterpretatwn for these 
coefficients (cf. Gessel and V1ennot [22] and Knuth [40] in the class1cal case) It 
m1ght be eas1er to prove 1t first for the elhptic Bernoulh numbers. 
Conjecture 2 ([29]). The ellzptzc Bemoullz numbers B2m have the form 
where the polynomzals A_(ml(g2,g3 ),iJ(ml(g2,g3 ) have positive ratzonal coefficzents 
Another mterestmg questiOn IS the behaviour of the elhpt1c Faulhaber polyno-
mials on a real !me Actually 1t 1s more mstruct1ve to look at the correspondmg 
polynomials :F m ( "2 :i") as functwns of x rather than .>- = "2:i". Indeed, we know 
that the mteger values x = n should play a spec1al role here, bemg related to the 
"fimte-gap" values of the parameter in the Lame equatwn Recall also that m the 
usual case these polynomials comc1de w1th 2;,. (B2m(x + 1)- B2m), so the1r graphs 
are simply sh1fted graphs of the corresponding Bernoulh polynomials. 
Conjecture 3 ([29]). As m tends to oo for x zn a finzte znterval on the reallzne 
In the hyperbohc hm1t g2 = g3 = 0 ( 1.e. for the usual Bernoulh polynom1als) 1t 
is known to be true (see e g [64]) The normahsatwn constant 282m-2 is chosen 
to guarantee the correct second denvatlve at zero. Another JUstificatiOn for th1s 
conjecture 1s that the asymptotic expansion ( 4. 7) should be convergent for mteger 
n (due to the fimte-gapness property), which means that the numbers :Fm(n2:in) 
should be relatively very small 
In the figure 8.1 we show the graphs of the normal1sed polynomials 
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F1gure 8.1: Normalised elhptJC Faulhaber polynomial m the usual case <I>8 (x) (left) 
and normahsed elhpt1c Faulhaber polynomial m the elhpt1c lemmscat1c case <I>t (x) 
(right) 
for m = 8 m the usual and lemmscat1c elhpt1c case 91 = 93 = 0 
The elhptJc Faulhaber polynonuals have further generahsatwn related to the so-
called Tre1b1ch- Verd1er potentlals [61] 
3 
u = m0 (mo + 1)p(x) + L m,(m, + 1)p(x- w,), 
t=l 
where w, are the half-penods of the We1erstrass elhpt1c p-function The correspond-
mg KdV mtegrals h[u] are polynommls m four var1ables .X,= m,(m,+1), z = 0, 1, 2, 3 
w1th the coefficients dependmg on e1, e2 , e3,w, 'f/ It would be mterestmg to mvestl-
gate them. 
We also believe that the ellipt1c Faulhaber polynommls and elhpt1c Bernoulh 
numbers are interesting from a number-theoretic pomt of v1ew and would hke to 
mentwn the papers [38, 39, 55] in this relation 
We have shown that for any g1ven k the coefficient bk(s) of the Lame spectral 
polynom1al R2s+l (E) can be computed effectively for all values of parameter s usmg 
the elhptJc Bernoull1 polynonuals. However we believe that these polynommls are 
of mterest by themselves. In particular one can expect mterestmg lmks w1th the 
anthmet1c of the correspondmg elhpt1c curves and the representatiOn theory In th1s 
relatwn we would hke to mentwn the elliptic generahsatwn of the Bernoulli numbers 
-the so-called Bernoulh-Hurw1tz numbers BH2k, whose ar1thmet1c was mvest1gated 
m [38, 55] 
Another mterestmg poss1ble relatwn IS with the zeta-functwn (H(z) = trif-z of 
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the quantum top and Its special values The lemmscatic case when a3 = a,ta' could 
be particularly interestmg from the anthmetic point of view 
Recall that the parameter s was originally an integer or a half-mteger (spm). 
A natural question to ask IS the role of these values m the theory of the elliptic 
Bernoulli polynomials We conjecture that hke m the case of the usual Bernoulli 
polynomials (see e.g. [64]) these values are the asymptotic positiOns of the real roots 
of the polynomials B2k+1(s) for large k More precisely, we conJecture that for a real 
s m the bounded mterval the ratio 
B2k+J(s) sm27rs 
B;k+1 (0) _, 27!' 
as k tends to mfinity Actually, we believe that this IS true for each component of 
B2k+!(s), which IS a coefficient at monomial gfggg'J 
It is mterestmg to look at the graphs. In Figure 8 2 we show the graphs y( s) of 
the coefficients of the polynomial BI5 ( s) at: (a) gf, (b) g~ g~, (c) gr 9293, and (d) 9~93 
Each polynomial has been normalised I e It has been divided by its first denvative 
at zero and then multiplied by 27!'. The sinusOidal behav10r for small s looks qmte 
plausible. 
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In relation to the second part of the thes1s we would hke to mentwn that the 
theory of penod1c contmued a-fractwns can be apphed to the theory of the discrete 
KdV equation (see e g. [4]) and the Yang-Baxter maps [63] 
Another mtngmg d1rectwn would be to consider the non-penod1c case. As 1t 
follows from the results of Shabat and Veselov [65] th1s could be useful for the 
theory of the Pamleve equatwns 
Appendix A 
Reduced elliptic Faulhaber 
polynomials 
The lemmscatJC and eqmanharmomc cases can be read off by puttmg g3 = 0 and 
g2 = 0 respectively. 
-rW-
'2 -
-rW-
'3 -
-rW-
'4 -
-rW-
"s -
- 'r/ [4>.] 
g2'r/ [~>.2 (3>.- 2)] 
+ g3w [~>.2 (2>.- 3)] 
+ g~w [221 >.2(25>.2 - 40>. + 24)] 
- g3'r/ [372 >.2(5>.2 - 15>. + 9)] 
- g~ry [185>.2(49>.3 -140>.2 + 168>.- 72)] 
+ g2g3w [~~>.2 (28>.3 - 105>.2 + 126>.- 54)] 
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+ g~w [ 1~ >. 2(45>.4 - 200>.3 + 416>.2 - 400>. + 144)] 
:.Ff:" = - 9293'f/ [1iJl .A2(87A4 - 515>.3 + 1179>.2 - 1206>. + 450)] 
+ g~w [i~>-2 (56>.4 - 420>.3 + 1197>.2 - 1368>. + 540)] 
- g~'f/ [~~>.2 (847.>-5 - 5390>.4 + 17248>.3 - 30536>.2 + 26928>.- 9072)] 
:.Ff" = + g~g3w [1565 >.2 (9526>.5 - 71995>.4 + 250404>.3 - 472428>.2 + 433224>.- 149256)] 
- 9~'f/ [39814 >.2 (220>.5 - 2310>.4 + 10395>.3 - 22770>.2 + 22572>.- 8100)] 
+ 9~W ril .A2 (1521A6 -13104>.5 + 59696>.4 - 165568>.3 + 269568>.2 - 224640>. 
+72576)] 
:.Ff:" = - 9~93'1 [~~>.2 (2171>.6 - 22477>.5 + 113295>.4 - 336492>.3 + 570492>.2 - 485784>. 
+158760)] 
+ 929~W [654 ).2 (182.).6 - 2184).5 + 12285).4 - 38844).3 + 68094.),2 - 58968.). + 19440)) 
Appendix B 
Lame densities of states 
B.l The first 7 coefficients ak(n) of the numerator 
Pn(E) of the Lame density of states Pn(E) 
Here we use the notatwns p = -~, ak(n) = ak(n)/uk(n), where uk(n) = (n + 
1)n(n- 1) ... (n- k + 1). 
a3 = -3~~0(45 + 243n + 247n2 + 64n3)- ~n(n + 1)(27 + 16n), 
a4 = 32:;600( -2520- 12942n- 10315n2 + 4565n3 + 6880n4 + 1792n5)- ~~~~on(n + 
1)(600 + 563n + 128n2), 
&5 = 17na~00 (-28350- 145305n- 98919n2 + 130400n3 + 185250n4 + 78480n5 + 
11264n6) + 64;i~00n(n + 1)( -22050- 19707n + 3217n2 + 7328n3 + 1792n4), 
a6 = 3228~~5600 (585728n 7 + 6077568n6 + 24055710n5 + 42381080n4 + 22989372n3 -
21506058n2- 26135595n-4677750) 66421i:52000 ( 4100096n8+23905024n 7 + 14017296n6-
192219241n5-520562096n4-391295859n +180468864n2+310981356n+62868960)+ 
7g~[;fo0n(n + 1)(22528n5 + 171920n4 + 427045n3 + 215715n2 - 568458n- 612360), 
a7 = -1549:!:;88000(16400384n9+160552704n8+520180864n7+153752039n6-2909673459n5-
6672918014n4-4259587899n3+2522284551n2+3574728990n+681080400)+645iJ~200n(n+ 
1)(585728n6 + 6709056n5 + 29129901n4 + 54097586n3 + 19647288n2 - 62676225n-
92 
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3-
60031125) I3284~I~04000 n( n+ 1) ( 4100096n 7 +25442560n6+8937936n5 - 279814135n4-
748894946n3- 399303225n2 + 770746914n + 806818320) 
B.2 The explicit form of the first 5 Lame densities 
of states 
Here as before fi3 = -[!; IS the average of p(x) over a period The explicit form of 
the Lame spectral polynomials for n = 4 and n = 5 are borrowed from Halphen [32] 
and Belokolos-Enolski [7] (a small discrepancy with [7]Is due to a mmor misprmt 
m that paper) 
For n = 1 the potential Is u(x) = 2p(x). The density of states IS well-known m 
this case 
For n = 2 we have u(x) = 6p(x) and 
For n = 3 the potential Is u(x) = 12p(x) and the density of states p3(E) IS 
For n = 4 the potential IS u( x) = 20p( x) and 
For n = 5 we have u(x) = 30p(x) and the density of states p5(E) IS 
E 5 + 15pE4 - ¥g2E3 - (!!5fig3 + ~g2p)E2 + (¥g~- ¥g3p)E + ~g2g3 + ~g~p 
21rV(E2 - 27g2) m:~(E3 + 15ekE2 + (315e~- t32g2)E- 675ef- 540g3) 
Appendix C 
The first 8 elliptic Bernoulli 
polynomials 
83 = 1
1
2 Y1 s(s + 1)(2s + 1) 
-
1 g12 s(s + 1)(2s + 1)(3s2 + 3s -1) 85 = 2f 0 + 60 Y2 s(s + 1)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3) 
1 
111520 
89 = + 3r60 
+ 84p 
+ 1680 
Y14 
Y1
2
Y2 
g1§3 
Y2
2 
s(s + 1)(2s + 1)(3s4 + 6s3 - 3s + 1) 
s(s + 1)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(6s2 + 6s- 5) 
s(s + 1)(2s- 3)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(2s + 5) 
s(s + 1)(1 + 2s)(5s6 + 15s5 + 5s4 -15s3 - s2 + 9s- 3) 
s(s + 1)(2s -1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(5s4 + 10s3 - 5s2 -10s + 7) 
s2 (s + 1)2(2s- 3)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(2s + 5) 
s(s + 1)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(4s4 + 8s3 - lls2 - 15s + 21) 
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1 
91
5 s(s + 1)(2s + 1)(s2 + s- 1)(3s6 + 9s5 + 2s4 - lls3 + 3s2 + 10s- 5) 33792 
+ 
1 91392 s(s + 1)(2s -1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(20s6 + 60s5 -10s4 - 120s3 + 44s2 + 114s 50688 
-75) 
Bn = + 
1 91293 s(s + 1)(2s- 3)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(2s + 5)(10s4 + 20s3 - 4s2 - 14s + 21) 29568 
+ 
1 
9192
2 s(s + 1)(2s -1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(40s6 + 120s5 - 86s4 - 372s3 + 242s2 + 448s 29568 
-315) 
+ 
1 
9293 s(s + 1)(2s- 3)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(2s + 5)(8s4 + 16s3 - 34s2 - 42s + 63) 7392 
1 
91 6 s(s + 1)(2s + 1)(105s10 + 525s9 + 525s8 - 1050s7 - 1190s6 5591040 
+2310s5 + 1420s4 - 3285s3 - 287s2 + 2073s- 691) 
+ 
1 91 492 s(s + 1)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3) 5125120 
(525s8 + 2100s7 + 350s6 - 6300s5 - 70s4 + 12810s3 - 4105s2 - 11910s 
+7601) 
+ 
1 
91 393 s(s + 1)(2s- 3)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(2s + 5) 2842840 
(350s6 + 1050s5 - 100s4 - 1950s3 + 1433s2 + 2583s- 1650) 
B13 = + 
1 
91
2
92
2 s(s + 1)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(1400s8 + 5600s7 - 1450s6 - 23950s5 2562560 
+5438s4 + 57326s3 - 24627s2 - 58215s + 41481) 
+ 
1 919293 s(s + 1)(2s- 3)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(2s + 5) 320320 (200s6 + 600s5 - 670s4 - 2340s3 + 1922s2 + 3192s- 2475) 
+ 
1 923 s(s + 1)(2s -1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(400s8 + 1600s7 -1640s6 -10520s5 960960 
+8193s4 + 35786s3 - 28282s2 - 48195s + 43659) 
+ 
1 
932 s(s + 1)(2s- 3)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(2s + 5) 160160 (80s6 + 240s5 - 840s4 - 2080s3 + 4401s2 + 5481s- 7425) 
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1 917 s(s + 1)(2s + 1)(3s12 + 18s11 + 24s10 - 45s9 - 81s8 + 144s7 + 182s6 737280 
-345s5 - 217 s4 + 498s3 + 44s2 - 315s + 105) 
+ 1 91592 s(s + 1)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(42s10 + 210s9 + 105s8 - 840s7 1597440 
-364s6 + 2730s5 + 205s4 - 5540s3 + 1650s2 + 5078s- 3185) 
+ 1 91493 s(s + 1)(2s- 3)(2s- 1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(2s + 5)(315s8 + 1260s7 13178880 
+ 140s6 - 3990s5 + 1265s4 + 10650s3 - 5152s2 - 11352s + 9009) 
+ 1 913922 s(s + 1)(2s -1)(2s + 1)(2s + 3(2520s10 + 12600s9 + 1750s8 - 68600s7) 13178880 
-13130s6 + 253630s5 -14558s4 - 557066s3 + 206601s2 + 542619s 
-360360) 
815 = 
+ 1 91 29293 s(s + 1)(28- 3)(28- 1)(28 + 1)(2s + 3)(28 + 5)(280s8 + 112087 - 670s6 1098240 
-593085 + 3047 84 + 1728483 - 11237 s2 - 210548 + 18018) 
+ 1 91923 8(s + 1)(2s- 1)(28 + 1)(28 + 3)(1120810 + 560089 - 2400s8 - 4320087 3294720 
-881486 + 20116285 - 60127 84 - 517124s3 + 256797 82 + 557766s 
-405405) 
+ 1 91932 82(s + 1)2(2s- 3)(28- 1)(28 + 1)(28 + 3)(28 + 5) 274560 
(8086 + 24085 - 84084 - 2080s3 + 440182 + 54818 - 7 425) 
+ 1 9?93 8(8 + 1)(28- 3)(28- 1)(28 + 1)(2s + 3)(28 + 5)(8088 + 32087 274560 
-600s6- 2920s5 + 403784 + 13314s3 - 1695982 -241568 + 27027) 
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1 9~ s(1 + s )(1 + 2s )( -3617 + 10851s - 1519s2 - 17145s3 + 7 485s4 + 11835s5 16711680 
-6275s6 - 4845s 7 + 2775s8 + 1365s9 - 805s10 - 315s11 + 175s12 
+105s13 + 15s14 ) 
+ 
1 6 s(1 + s)( -1 + 2s)(1 + 2s)(3 + 2s)(10851- 17490s- 5485s2 + 19266s3 3133440 9192 
-1009s4 - 9570s5 + 1535s6 + 2898s7 - 567s8 - 630s9 + 105s10 + 126s11 
+21s12) 
+ 
1 9f93 s(1 + s)( -3 + 2s)( -1 + 2s)(1 + 2s)(3 + 2s)(5 + 2s)( -900900 + 1210209s 784143360 
+550405s2 - 1114200s3 - 83270s4 + 462315s5 - 8477s6 - 110250s7 
+8820s8 + 24255s9 + 4851s10 ) 
+ 
1 9t9~ s(1 + s)( -1 + 2s)(1 + 2s)(3 + 2s)(90999909- 140435295s- 49621851s2 1568286720 
+148479238s3 - 949001s4 - 69878555s5 + 7244275s6 + 19727890s7 
-2440445s8 - 3847725s9 + 297675s10 + 582120s11 + 97020s12) 
+ 
1 9f9293 s(1 + s)( -3 + 2s)( -1 + 2s)(1 + 2s)(3 + 2s)(5 + 2s)( -3378375 98017920 
+4270266s + 2133723s2 - 3687256s3 - 475828s4 + 1379210s5 + 49280s6 
-298900s7 - 8575s8 + 44100s9 + 8820s10) 
B11 = 
+ 
1 9f9~ s(1 + s)( -3 + 2s)( -1 + 2s)(1 + 2s)(3 + 2s)(5 + 2s)( -4054050 32672640 
+3837834s + 2305998s2 - 2648775s3 - 347345s4 + 1007811s5 + 73297s6 
-201600s7 - 21000s8 + 19600s9 + 3920s10) 
+ 
1 9f9~ s(1 + s)(-1 + 2s)(1 + 2s)(3 + 2s)(21173724- 30694950s -12502065s2 56010240 
+30469936s3 + 1626893s4 - 13169862s5 + 441306s6 + 3302520s7 
-151290s8 - 540400s9 + 2800s10 + 60480s11 + 10080s12) 
+ 
1 919?93 s(1 + s)( -3 + 2s )(-1 + 2s)(1 + 2s)(3 + 2s)(5 + 2s)( -4054050 16336320 
+4909905s + 2714406s2 - 3908033s3 - 806804s4 + 1212015s5 
+141365s6 - 201600s7 - 21000s8 + 19600s9 + 3920s10) 
+ 
1 9~ s(1 + s)(-1 + 2s)(1 + 2s)(3 + 2s)(131107977 -163378215s 196035840 
-84398157 s2 + 137791221s3 + 2158050s4 - 48377757 s5 - 3008423s6 
+9526608s7 + 346332s8 - 1184400s9 - 64400s10 + 94080s11 + 15680s12 ) 
+ 1 2 s(1 + s)( -3 + 2s )( -1 + 2s)(1 + 2s)(3 + 2s)(5 + 2 s)( -12162150 8168160 9293 
+11513502s + 7801569s2 - 6831414s3 - 1986657s4 + 1571276s5 
+291172s6 - 185920s7 - 29680s8 + 11200s9 + 2240s10) 
Appendix D 
Quantum top in sphero-conical 
coordinates 
Let us mtroduce the elhphc (or sphero-conzcaQ coordmates UJ, u2 on the sphere 
(D.l) 
as the roots of the quadratic equation 
(D 2) 
for some positive parameters a I, a2, a3 • These coordmates were first used in 1859 
by C. Neumann m the problem of motiOn on a sphere m the (harmomc) field with 
potential U(x) = ~(aiq~ + a2q~ + aaq~). 
Consider the first component of the angular momentum operator 
(D 3) 
We are gomg to show that ~h can be written m the sphere-conical coordmate system 
as 
(D 4) 
Consider the functiOn 
(D 5) 
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The functwn rf>, = r/>,(qi, q2, q3 ) can also be wntten as 
r/> _ (u-ui)(u-u2) 
"- (ai- u)(a2- u)(aa- u) (D 6) 
Indeed as a function of u It admits two zeroes u = UI and u = u2 and the leadmg 
coefficient in the numerator must be one due to (D .1). 
Note that q~, q~ and q~ are the residues of the function r/>,, considered as a function 
of u, at the pomts u = ar, u = a2 and u = a3 respectively. This leads to the followmg 
expressions for the cartesian coordmates m terms of the elhptrc coordmates 
qr = 
(ai- ui)(ai- u2) 
(ai- a2)(ai- aa)' 
q~ (a2- ui)(a2- u2) - (a2- ai)(a2- aa)' 
q~ = (aa- ui)(aa- u2) (aa- ai)(aa- a2) 
Smce 8,1 , 8,, is a basis of the tangent plane to the sphere, we can wnte 
MI = -z(XI8u1 + YI8,,), 
where XI= XI(ur,u2) and YI = YI(ui,u2)· 
Applymg this operator to (log rf>,), we have 
A XI YI 
MI (log rf>,) = z( + ) 
U -UI U- U2 
On the other hand, usmg (D 3), ( D 5) and (D 6) we have 
A ai- u 
MI(logrf>,) = -2zq2q3(a2- aa) ( )( )' 
u- ui u- u2 
Replacmg q2 , q3 by their expression (D.7), we obtam 
MI (log rf>,) = - 2z (a2- ui)(a2- u2)(aa- ui)(aa- u2) ai- u (ai- a2)(aa- ar) (u- ui)(u- u2) · 
(D 7) 
(D 8) 
(D 9) 
(D 10) 
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Takmg the res1dues of (0.10) at u = ui and u = u2 we get 
and 
which leads to the expresswn (0.4). Similar expresswns for the other components 
M2 and M3 of the angular momentum can be obtamed by changmg the indices of 
the a, cyclicly. 
The square of the angular momentum operator 
-2 "'-2 M= L...M• 
has the followmg expression 
The quantum Hamiltoman operator of the Euler top 
- "' -2 H= L...a,M, 
IS 
(0 11) 
_ "'[( ax, ax.) ( aY; aY;), 2,2 y:2 ,2 2 x Y. ,2 1 H =- L... a,X.-;:;--+a,Y;-;:;-- Ou,+ a,X,.,-+a,Y;.,- Uu2+a,X,uu,+a, • Uu2+ a, • ,uUIU2 UUi UU2 UUJ UU2 
• 
(0 12) 
Let P(u) = (a1 - u)(a2 - u)(a3 - u) It can easily be shown from the explicit 
expressiOn of X., Y; that 
L:x.Y; = o, 
L:a,X,Y; = 0, 
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L:x?= 
L:a,x; = 
"'a x; -~ 'u1 - a 
• • 
4P(ui) 
4P(ui)u2 
(u1- u2)2' 
and similar relatwns for Y;(u1, u2) = X,(u2, u1) =- ~;::::x,(ul, u2). 
Hence we deduce the followmg relatwns 
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Substltutmg all this in (D 11) and (D.12) we obtam the followmg express10ns for 
the square of the angular momentum operator 
or equivalently 
and for the Hamiltoman operator 
or eqmvalently 
This proves the formulae (3.2) and (3.3) from Chapter 3 
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